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Executive summary 

An analysis of nine selected case studies of former traditional industrial areas 
that have undertaken different forms of engagement and actions for urban 
regeneration goes hand-in-hand with the systematisation of the nine local 
processes proposed by ReTInA partnership. Traditional industrial areas in SSE 
are extremely diffused as industrial restructuring hit the most in large state-
owned plants associated with different urban contexts; revitalisation to animate 
existing activities with settled stakeholder is in general insufficient and the term 
“urban regeneration” appears appropriate. The overview of stakeholder 
engagement practices reveals that: 

 Most regeneration processes are tentative “low-risk” gathering of 
fragmented stakeholders’ interests on settled goals and plans, in line with 
local urban tradition or explicitly seeking discontinuity with the contextual 
management practices. 

 Few and peculiar areas approach regeneration with visions challenging the 
definition of local urbanity; bottom-up or heterodox engagement in these 
cases is more proactive. 

 Most of regeneration cases initiate thanks to a public mover, or a 
development agency with public institutional backing. 

 Engagement unfolds into multidimensional sessions that may accompany 
different regeneration phases, involving at different grades: public 
employees with technical tasks; groups with settled or emerging interests. 
An adequate tool (a methodological device) is presented to plan, 
accompany and control each session (completed with template forms for 
immediate use). 

 Contrary to superficial understanding of “participation”, deep engagement 
of individual citizens is quite limited in the initial phases of regeneration, 
while all cases show the importance of correct information. 

Outreaching listening is the most emphasised principle of engagement, as only 
thanks to that each locale may understand and boost the local convergence of 
interests and resources (intended as: knowledge, capacity, work hour, cash). In 
a general context of scarce resources, it would be a fruitful and wise strategy to 
reduce multiple inefficient allocations and misspending, towards limited and 
effective targets. 
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Foreword 

BACKGROUND  
The term “regeneration” is generally applied to urban transformations in relation to 
social uses and economic activities needed adjustment to changing circumstances. This 
happens, for example, in traditional industrial areas when relevant parts of  the 
production processes are dismissed or relocated elsewhere. Regeneration is an 
opportunity to reorganize space and functions that are crucial for quality and vitality of  
urban life. Regeneration is a multi-dimensional process and involves all subjects of  local 
governance. Supportive potential actors are decisive to generate and root regeneration 
processes in locales. 
Vacant urban spaces raise questions on what, why and for whom an area needs 
regeneration, as well as how to have things getting done. When industries leave towns 
and cities, the common planning system does provide only tools to perpetrate a 
homogeneous knowledge and value into physical blueprint. However, contrary to 
deregulation claims, post-industrial development interests push decision-making from a 
narrow focus on economic short-term feasibility towards coherent policies and well-
informed collective action. It is necessary to know the goals and to have the power to 
achieve them. This knowledge of  political goals and value choices can be based on 
inclusion—of  interest groups and stakeholder—through organised interaction with 
technical analysis and effective realisation of  goals into programmes of  action. 
Knowledge is generated through working with stakeholder about problems. These 
processes embody “learning about” situations (through listening and collective making 
sense Forester 1989; Friedmann 1987) to found new basis for a “collective interest” in 
action (which issues stakeholder value and what is in their collective interest). Local 
learning process is based on questioning: the capacity of  making right questions to 
“unpack” arguments and overcome impasses or get consistent answers (analysis 
directed by goals and values, action directed by strategy, limited allocation map, 
emphasis on monitoring and review).  

ABOUT THIS HANDBOOK 
This Tool provides a structured way to identify and engage stakeholder to implement 
urban regeneration of  traditional industrial areas; it can be used as a two-level game: 

– At the INTRA-LOCALE LEVEL (within local community) TSE tracks planning, 
management, and monitoring of  the engagement sessions, like the sessions 
organized by each ReTInA partner; locally, TSE is functional to structure the 
relationships between the Regeneration Mover and the BSG Operative Group. 

– At the INTER-LOCALE LEVEL (crossing multiple communities) TSE shares and 
compares strategies, methods, results, and issues raised through performed 
engagement sessions; comparatively, TSE is functional to communicate among 
different regeneration movers and diverse BSG Operative Groups. 
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Parallel to this two-level use, TSE is structured in two parts: 

Part 1 offers theoretical and conceptual basis to handle urban regeneration processes 
with independent critical awareness, based on practices and inspiring case studies. It aims 
at creating a shared language of  TSE, to be used at both local and international levels. 

Part 2 applies concepts identified in Part 1 to ReTInA case studies and offers 
suggestions and recommendations based on Partners’ experience. 

Schemes and diagrams accompany the most relevant concepts illustrated in Part 1 to 
guide into pragmatic decisions; special care is due to strategy development, both “good 
spirit” to raise the right questions (Part 1) and “heart” to set on coherent answers (Part 
2). The tight relations of  theory and practice materialized into cross-reference links in 
Part 1 and Part 2 that are highlighted beside the text body. 

     [in Part 1 and Appendixes]  

 [in Part 2 and Appendixes] 

Cross-reference within each Part is indicated in [ ]: for example, in paragraph 1.1.2 a 
reference to chapter 1.3 is “… [as explained later 1.3]…”. 

Several Appendixes are consistent parts of  the TSE, which include the TSE 
Keywords, international case studies quoted in Part 1, original templates prepared to 
support ReTInA engagement tests, useful resources (bibliography, websites, European 
projects). Links to the Appendixes are also highlighted beside the text body. 

 [in Part 1 and 2] 

Finally, links to other ReTInA outputs (Transnational Case Studies and Model 
Masterplan) are highlighted by an arrow beside the text body and detailed in the text: 

“...existing regulatory planning tools [see TF1] and directions...” 

Who should use this tool? 
Public Administrations, Regional Development Agencies and other territorial bodies in the 
capacity of implementing regeneration processes (hereafter REGENERATION MOVERS). 

When should this tool be used? 
In planning, executing and monitoring any engagement, as integral part of an overall 
urban regeneration process of traditional industrial areas. 

How has this tool been drawn up? 
Analysing selected and inspiring case studies and drawing upon tests of ReTInA 
Partnership.  

What is in this tool guide? 
This document contains descriptions of: 
- the purpose, audience and applications for the TSE in urban regeneration processes; 
- guiding principles of the Stakeholder Engagement methodology; 
- templates for Stakeholder mapping and engagement strategies. 

paragraph 2.1.1 

paragraph 1.1.2 

appendix 4.a 



 

 

PART 1. 
Productive processes, urbanization and urban regeneration:  
player on the urban stage 
Regeneration processes do not follow standardized procedures and implementation. If a regeneration 
process works, it is not because it is theoretically “the right thing” but because it is 
actually practical for the time, the place, and the resources and opportunities at hand. It 
should thus be clear that processes are based on a precise setting for action, engaging stakeholder and 
general public (offer and demand urban sides) to update compromises between space-use, labour and 
welfare which were loosening through industrial restructuring. In the following section principles and 
key concepts to enhance stakeholder engagement are analysed. 

The commitment of  ReTInA is to introduce or reintroduce productive functions into regenerated areas. 
Therefore, three fundamental elements support the stakeholder engagement in the regeneration process:  
(i) there is a dignity in the productive urban work (economic crises and finance do not 

remove that minimum threshold);  
(ii) high-profile advanced services are not for all places (ReTInA partners are not 

global central places);  
(iii) modern productive spaces need to be rearranged locally within a global justice and 

environmental well-being perspective. 

The focus on urban production frames two important challenges for urban decision-making:  
(i) offers realistic chances to nurture consistently sustainable cities and  
(ii) creates political space for developmental choices by different urban parties. 
Engagement, from listening to action, is the keyword to achieve necessary support for “a consensus-
based, business-focussed, but not business-controlled long-term development” in the regeneration 
process (ReTInA application). For this reason process principles and methodology—who should be 
engaged in the process and how this should be done—are crucial; they will both be processed into the 
brownfield revitalisation method. 
Shared fundamental axis are analysed, and cases selected to support conceptualization (themes in this 
first section come from exemplary cases); the detailed TSE methodology (Part 2) follows more strictly 
ReTInA’s RCSs and tailored engagement tools and practices. 

 
 

figure 1: ReTInA implementation flowchart 
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1.1 Local drivers for regeneration:  
European strategies and guidance 
To define the core of  regeneration processes, the study of  urban structuring forces 
combines with a range of  approaches and priorities verified in European practices 
for stakeholder engagement. 
 

WHAT’S IN THIS CHAPTER?  

Regeneration process and...  
 urban functionality 
 urban space regulation 
 social urban space 
 multi-level resources  
Approaches to regeneration  
WHICH criteria to scope priorities 

tradition, discontinuity, evolution, risk  
In search of a post-traditional industries mode of regulation 

Traditional industrial areas had been in many respects the foundation of  modern cities. 

Mostly the peak of  industrial production paralleled urban expansion (1) and was 

expected to drive the growth of  new and smallest settlements (2). 

 Part 1: European case studies Part 2: ReTInA partnership 

1 Malmö, Maastricht, Zürich , Belfast, 
Detroit 

Budapest, Maribor, Ferrara, Kosice, 
Pernik, Iasi, Galati 

2 Venice, Nottingham, Roubaix Komotini, Fidenza 

Population, infrastructures, economy, and a specific urban culture proper of  industry-
based centres grew because of  productive processes. That traditional model led a 
momentum of  urban cohesion and the development of  public welfare system, social 
awareness, and mobility expectations (differently nuanced in former communist 
countries and market-oriented contexts). 
The transition from mass-production to post-industrial society has rearranged the 
traditional urban hierarchy based on manufacturing industry. For more than a quarter 
of  a century, most cities in Europe have been losing employment and manufacture 
functions, substituting them with services specialization. Industrial plants and 
employees neighbourhoods have been abandoned or downgraded, frequently 
questioning the survival of  related urban infrastructures. Since the 1980s European 
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local governments have to cope with the regeneration of  these traditional industrial 
areas. In fact, that forced European urban centres to seek proactive “urban 
entrepreneurship” (Hall and Hubbard 1998) in order to valorise local tangible and 
intangible capital and property.  
Participatory practice and bottom-up empowerment have increasingly expanded into 
public policy decision-making to improve communications, support and consensus, 
data and ideas collection. EU and UN initiatives strength particularly the role of  
engagement process as a methodology that targets sustainable and endogenous-based 
development (the protocol of  Local Agenda 21 and EU Structural Fund introduced in 
the common language of  all governmental levels keywords like “social and environ-
mental performance”, “community cohesion”, and “participatory governance”). 
Frequently those local strategies have neglected structuring urban forces. Actions to 
overcome individual agents’ managerialism and boost their entrepreneurialism had not 
necessarily focussed on comprehensive visions of  urban dynamics. Governmental 
public functions have in fact loosen with the increasing number of  economic and social 
parties that filled the socio-economic space previously occupied clearly by industry. The 
reduction of  traditional industries has left a more fragmented urban arena, in which 
collective and private interests are pulverized, individuals’ concerns do frequently not 
match long-term urban perspectives, investments and budget constrains reduce local 
autonomy, and the recent economic crisis finally generates more serious anxiety about 
the resilience of  urban models. 

1.1.1 Regeneration process and ... 

... urban functionality 
A macro-observation of  the international urban market in the current economic crisis 
would show general pessimism about the prospects for the global economy associated 
with local tenacious consensus on industrial upgrade and services specialization in 
consolidated urban centres (EIU 2011). As a consequence of  fears for environmental 
quality, research and information economy have appeared a potential mean to infuse 
purchasing power into city lacking of  functional density. Services had been considered 
as the new paradigm of  urban functionality, which leaves little room for “alternative” 
models of  development. 
The first economic crisis in the US with the dot-com bubble (1995-2000) and in the Far 
East (1997) exposed social fear which exploded as a consequence of  terrorism 
scenarios and economic crisis in 2008. Crises magnified the urban scenes as a symbolic 
economic place which reflects economic restructuring in a global era (Zukin, 1995). On 
the one hand, urban environment is recognised as a pivotal role on knowledge and 
economic circulation. Cities are considered the condition for a diverse and progressive 
local politics of  place, shaped by asset-based human capital and based on previous 
capital accumulation. Facing economic uncertainties, the cities’ environment offers 
some attractive safety: clean and safe urban scenarios (like commercial landscapes) are 
tangible economy in the regenerated city. The relationship between city’s accumulation 
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of  interests and urban functionality does seem a paradox in the 21st century. Frequently 
real estate interests welcome these temporary solutions stimulating consumes. However, 
other interests may be not satisfied with short-term spending capacity that does not 
tackle economic crisis and social conflict—meanwhile hitting the hardest into cities. 
Dealing with brownfields that had been neglected for decades reintroduces urban 
productive capacity in the discourse of  changing urban circumstances; (i) consistently 
nurturing sustainability and (ii) generating political space for developmental choices by 
different urban parties (i.e. stakeholder). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

... urban space regulation 
Spatial regulatory plans have evolved to give political strength to the compromise 
between corporations, labour and welfare state that shaped cities. These instruments are 
developed within local governments (generally speaking: municipality and eventually 
final approval by other governmental level) and have a fundamental directive public 
leadership function stepped by inflexible formal procedures. Regeneration processes 

may require partial of  complete revision of  the existing regulatory planning tools [see 
TCS1] and direction and the values which make them reasonable. 
The attempt to shift the balance of  responsibility for urban functionality towards 
“market” paradigms and private initiative has questioned the public directional capacity 
(governments and technical departments), as governments were suffering budget 
constraints and a mix of  deregulation/privatization. Although private partnership and 
funding bodies, such as the EU, international aid agencies, and many higher tier 
government funding programmes, encourage the production of  strategies and visions 
(Healey 2009b), spatial “strategy-making” and formal conformity to regulatory 
requirements can only converge at the local government dimension. 
General regulatory plans are not only a zoning tool. Although their compulsory 
assessment phase reduces participation to one-time set of  public informative meeting, 
they are the legislative frame to guarantee investors and developers. Decades of  public-
private partnerships and “strategies” produced by agencies involved in urban 
governance made clear that collective demand for actions is not effective without 
willingness and authoritative local governments. Some strategy statements may serve 
political purposes, other may merely record already well-established directions.  
Contrary to superficial anticipations, stakeholders engaged in public-private processes 
basically confirm that: 
 

A local process of urban regeneration tackle the “city of enterprise” in ideal 
and pragmatic terms, as well as common people’s places: both have 
significant public implications. 
Regeneration refunds a legitimation of the socio-economic and spatial 
system in a limited portion of the city, but the whole urban system 
(eventually at a regional scale) may need coherent consideration in the early 
stages of the process to familiarize the urban audience with area’s functional 
potential and remove prejudices. 
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Current decisions will shape the future city. Urban impasse cost is the interruption of  
the continuous reproduction of  ideal relationships between work, culture, and living 
places that should characterize urban environment. Regeneration processes works when 
they cope with the time, the place, and the resources and opportunities at hand. There 
is not a “right” governmental level to start regeneration processes, but it is crucial to 
approach phasing and engagement with commitment to pragmatisms. The cooperation 
of  the governmental level in charge of  spatial regulation is fundamental. 

... social urban space 
Traditional industrial areas represent an urban challenge not only because of  their 
spatial consistency and difficult functional redefinitions merged with frequent 
governmental impasse. Industrial restructuring affects also urban governance. Local 
governments were generally used to interface with one leading industrial subject 
holding a strong urban power, but they are now facing localized interests and multiple 
subjects; vacant areas or partially used brownfields maintain a characteristic urban 
delimitation—and frequently consistent regulatory homogeneity—but pulverize 
stakeholders’ interests without corresponding decision-making power. 

 
 

 

 

... multi-level resources 
The importance of  a regeneration process that is tailored on context, resources and 
subjects at hand, is crucial to overcome the impasse of  vacant brownfields. It is impor-
tant to set the right scale of  surrounding contexts. An example can easily illustrate this 
issue. Even if  it is certainly true that the presence of  a university is part of  the appeal 
of  a location for business and institutions, it is not the solution to open generic 
universities in small centres. Small places may have more results in investing for the 
locals reconnecting people to local markets and marketing eventually few and well 
specific excellences. Cooperation through research-projects focussed on particular 
needs is frequently more pragmatic, and generate valid outputs in shorter times. 

1.1.2 Approaches to regeneration 

Urban regeneration is a process with more than one solution, as far as combines known 
rules and unexpected occurrences. Regeneration involves in different measure the 

Local government and politics meet the requirements of involved actors if 
they both have a clear and unambiguous role, identifying, selecting and 
gathering proposals on final common objectives. Particularly when decisions 
had been postponed for decades, it represents a success to limit impasses 
and avoid high expectation, which is not able to mobilize local resources. 

Local governments needs to built a convenience framework to invest locally, 
in which goal definition, legal clarity, economic incentives, public agreement 
and consensus-construction play key roles. This is particularly true when 
external funding or investments are accessible.
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urban “structure” (i.e. traditional physical urban disciplines) and “strategy-making” 
which comes from management science and business practice. 

process approach supported by: expressed through: 

physical structure Morphological analysis Plans (maps and designs)

orienting goals Socio-spatial analysis Policy statements about 
programmes of action to 
achieve goals 

framework of 
principles 

Systematic technical procedures 
and selected interaction 

Framing concepts and 
programmes 

inspirational vision Interaction to imagine futures 
and mobilise attention 

Metaphors, storylines, 
provocations 

Regeneration approaches are classed instrumentally: real situations offer frequently 
mixed or nuanced sets, in which the same process can swing through multiple 
approaches. This grouping does not rank processes but motivates different 
consideration of  the local priorities and corresponding outputs: 

Physical structure is the main focus in few cases: it is not so frequent that regene-
ration can focus mainly on urban morphology and that happens only when general 
urban functionality is not debated, and vacant areas are not so integrated urban 

portions. The experiences of  MALMÖ and MAASTRICHT represent cases in which local 
needs to rejoin parts of  the city achieve relevant local results in terms of  efficient 
neighbourhood development and infrastructural issues (design and physical plans). In 
both cases regeneration had been processed smoothly with a reduced number of  actors. 

Orienting goals usually refer to economic and social expectations from regeneration 
that refer mainly to the local arena and can have an easy translation into spatial actions: 
that is the case of  relatively simple contexts or areas that were owned and are 
redeveloped simultaneously within a integrated programme of  actions—although the 
latter may have some complexity or symbolic relevance—like the imposing 

rehabilitation of  the Gasworks in BELFAST and Jubilee Campus in NOTTINGHAM. 
Both cases evidence that areas characterized by traditional industrial plants can set goals 
that play with traditional urban centrality while introducing unforeseen but reachable 
programme of  actions for the specific area. 

Framing principles, together with previously identified orienting goals, characterize 
most part of  implemented regeneration processes: it is reasonable that working with 
complex urban functionality, urban space regulation, social urban space, and multi-level 
resources, the concepts framing programmes shift from existing paradigms. 
Traditional and polluting industries are the background of  VeGa – Venice Gateway 
(former Marghera Industrial site) where the idea of  production shifted towards 
environmental-friendly advanced goods and services as a main characterization for the 
regenerated areas. In these cases, as well as for ZÜRICH, urban challenges become 
chances to rejuvenate urban spaces, activities and relations; a complex system of  

appendix 2 
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multiple interests adapt into innovative partnerships thanks to principles guiding the 
balance of  decision making and inclusion. 

Inspirational visions generate strong discontinuity with present conditions as a first 
result, although do not impact on the whole system waiting for regeneration; in the 
perspective of  engagement, this group introduces practices to overcome tricky 
impasses where more traditional approaches had failed to move or catalyse attention. 
The experience of  DETROIT, the icon of  industrial modernization in the 20th century 
that restarted urban agriculture in some vacant lots, opposes to any principle of  
economic geography; the metaphor of  vegetables replacing obsolete urban buildings is 
extremely powerful, giving citizens relief  from the images of  urban crisis that lasted 30 
years. ROUBAIX, which restarted an economic cycle based on creative commerce 
notwithstanding continuing urban difficulties, gained finally the power to hand the 
textile specialization storyline profiting of  most advanced IT and post-modern 
consumer behaviour. Following the first unexpected breakup, they now have an 
economic relevance although not in half  to change radically the perceived image of  the 
places. Also the artistic provocation of  BLU in vacant areas of  Northern Italy would 
get irrelevant judgments in terms or urban economy or institutional planning, but 
catalyse the international attention of  creative artists and of  the local urban audience 
that frequently is not aware of  local spatial potentiality. They are messages of  potential 
energy for change capable of  stimulating wider processes. 

WHICH criteria to scope priorities 
Agendas for traditional industrial areas repeat keywords that refer with more or less 
awareness to specific approaches to regeneration, identifying locale priorities in terms 
of  lower or higher discontinuity with the past and more or less mention to existing 
urban traditions. By going through scoping these priorities is possible to ascertain the 
pathway of  regeneration, if  following the flow of  traditional adaptation or risking more 
innovative explorations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As previously clarified, processes are not ranked in “best” or “worst” according to their 
grade of  innovation: particularly when dealing with traditional industrial areas a 
dominant “low-risk” process can positively accommodate in specific contexts and to 
particular times. The self-positioning in a particular area of  priorities deeply influences 
the regeneration approach and vice-versa. Moreover, self-positioning initiates a non-
rhetoric understanding on whether or not the situation and desired achievements of  
regeneration are best suited to inclusive practices, the relationships with existing ideas, 
suggest or discourage emphasis on new items, or the integration of  diverse elements 

paragraph 2.1.1 

Much of the success of industrial areas revitalization derives from meeting 
the demand in the right location at the right time. The regeneration process 
is a technical support for the convergence of urban economics and collective 
interests, based on the rediscovery of planning paradigms that do not 
address short-term requests only. Hence there is a distinct possibility that 
the process is sometimes reduced to the ability to deliver new value and 
different perspective on the existing context.

appendix 3 
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into a coherent strategy. Pros and cons depend on the context. Four common 
keywords are selected to orient priorities of  regeneration according to public agendas 
and linked to known practices. 

TRADITION of  traditional industrial areas is a tricky issue. Industries broke previous 
local traditional balances and their own “traditional” identity is now challenged. It is 
their tradition the capacity to produce goods, as well as the pivotal agglomeration force 
and the generation of  a common socio-economic ground. In these terms, traditional 
industrial areas can orient regeneration goals towards urban function attractivity and 
modern forms of  production of  values. 

Is an urban pattern surviving if the industrial production of goods is not 
confirmed? Property-based initiatives (real-estate oriented) encourage new urban 
flows, promoting apparently social stability and accumulation through commodification 
and marketing. Real-estate is not negative in itself, but need the correct balance with 
urban functionality and cannot be motivated merely by the desire of  valorisation of  
existing property. 

DISCONTINUITY is the act of  freeing from inherited perception or consuetude. It can 
involve the exploration of  a new identity for sites that did gained negative images or 
areas that lost former leading roles. The desire of  change can expand to institutions or 
policy that are unable to solve problems or catch opportunities. Informed innovators 

(either elites and groups or part of  institutions [as explained later 1.3]) gather their 
energies and materialize or produce a tangible output instead of  indistinct mumbling. 
Is discontinuity a strategy for regeneration? In fact discontinuity is the result of  a 
crisis or a conflict or an impasse; it is rarely a comprehensive solution, but more 
frequently a sign that changes and transformations are possible. Discontinuity is 
hopefully an isolated occurrence that initiates—symbolically—a different course (and 
other proper regeneration approaches); a succession of  discontinuities would represent 
the failure of  any medium or long term perspective. 

EVOLUTION is the highest grade of  continuity within the traditional industrial areas, 
which may change into advanced or innovative incubators of  production. Contexts 
evolves thanks to slow-pace implementations to meet changing needs of  demographics 
or economic shift that finally have an impact on the whole structure. Evolutionary 
change is incremental, gradual and focused, thanks to active participation of  
consolidated actors in the area that catalyze further networking. 
Does evolution require incoming investors and developers? Considering that 
traditional industrial areas are characterized by shrinking and ageing local population, 
generally well-off  population, increase of  services, work-place and settlements generate 
not so tight mutual relationships. Investors are always welcome, but it is hard to 
consider “evolutionary” an approach that is not based on a consistent platform of  
proactive local supporters providing energies for change and resources (knowledge, 
funds, etc.) 
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RISK is the acceptance of  spatial and temporal uncertainty after rational consideration, 
to operate on and address development evolutions. Thanks to this “planning”, risk 
differentiates from simple discontinuity: to accept risk means being able to anticipate 
problems, avoid hazards, adjust as conditions change. It is proper of  a dynamic urban 
society or entrepreneurial group which focus on the future “reengineering, 
restructuring, and innovation” (new ways of  doing things, new goals or new 
organizational structure; Giddens 1999). With no risk or no ability to pursue some risk, 
there is only the way of  tradition. 
Is risk an individual matter? As far as risk attempts at re-presenting a new point of  
view for the existing urban culture that is engaged in the regeneration, risk is based on 
shared perspectives of  economic action—cognitive, cultural, social, and political (Zukin 
1995, p.24)—to incubate specific and limited resources aiming at subsequent expansion 
in urban meaningfulness, paving the way for future capital investment. The process 
needs to reset and legitimize the public interest. 

 

figure 2 : criteria to scope regeneration priorities. 

Complex regeneration processes of  traditional industrial areas unfold principles 
definition and frequently explore risk to address evolution in selected directions, 
balancing regeneration of  meanings with more pragmatic spatial goals. 

1.1.3 In search of a post-traditional industries mode of 
regulation 

Most part of  the international literature contend on global cities which are polarizing 
the most advanced services and financial hubs (as defined by Sassen 1996; Hamnett 
1994), while ReTInA partners are middle occupants in which competitive resilience in 

paragraph 2.1.1 
figure 7 
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social and economic terms may still be represented by robust consumer goods produc-
tion. In a service-dominated economy, whereas the contribution of  material production 
is dropping both in terms of  GDP and employment across all OECD economies as 
service sector has risen in its place, the tangible significance of  production is uncertain. 
Nevertheless considering the new localism of  urban policies, it is hard to accept 
deindustrialization as a signal of  economic success and modernity. 
We are used to parallel deindustrialization with the end of  an “urban management” 
based on a consolidated redistributive system. But we have to clarify that much more is 
involved in the modern urban culture that industrialization had generated within cities. 
According to Greenhalgh and Gregory (1997) the common concerns regarding the 
productive process involve: 

Productivity: disproportionate contribution to economic growth by different sectors; 

job stability: indirect effects of  deindustrialization losses; 

technological innovation: it is hard to boost research without productive capacity); 

import growth: people life-style which cannot be satisfied by local shrinking production. 

The first concern is that the regeneration efforts risk to impact on the property market 
in short term, eventually with some branding result, but has no reasons to be in mid or 
long term of  an urban economy. New citizens (youngsters or migrants) will have no 
reason to stay, nothing to do, nothing to learn (no knowledge or culture of  production, 
nothing to be reproduced and continuously updated) in such a city which offers some 
property but no training and no challenges for their future and no chances of  turnover. 
Uncertain ownership and traditional industrial policies difficulties crucially impact on 
previous planning and development policies, with high risk to delegitimise local 
government and technical bureaus. A proper regeneration should be able to indicate 
and engage stakeholders in the organization of  future conditions. With them, cities and 
metropolitan regions can regain an active role through a can do attitude, thinking 
simultaneously about means and scopes. Both for institutional partners and 
stakeholder—particularly the ones embedded in economic and social activities—
sharing of  time and resources in the process is a license of  long term commitment to 
operate in the local context. Pragmatic answers and creative images convince people 
who had not grown up with the myth of  traditional industry, as it was before, that is 
possible to look at shrinking industrial cities without fears, committed to pragmatic to do 
even when it is not for long lasting solution. 

Sometimes good projects and great efforts do not have positive outcomes. Too many 
efforts have been spent in Detroit or Roubaix to say that local stakeholder had no 
interests in doing something. Nevertheless, problems continue. The outcomes of  
stakeholder engagement are thus actions on the intangible preconditions of  physical 
and functional regeneration. Although the outcomes of  regeneration may be vague, the 
outcomes of  engagement should be defined as early as possible, as the scoping phase 
and methodology will be influenced by the depth and gradients of  inclusion the 
regeneration mover is seeking [see 1.2 – 1.3 – 1.4], the pragmatic or visionary mood, 

appendix 3 
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the local or wider horizon and so forth. That ensure the chance to evaluate engagement 
separately, as outcomes can be reached independently from timeline—and effects—of  
comprehensive regeneration; but they are tightly linked. Frequently institutional 
informed coherence and agreement is the single most relevant outcome of  engagement. 
In a nutshell, engagement should formalise agreement on clear approach to regene-
ration, whatever is the mix of  risk, tradition, evolution, and discontinuity. On that basis 
will be possible for both institutional partners and other stakeholder to understand the 
range of  development chances, offering higher predictability in public decisions and the 
set of  resilient measures that can ensure more flexibility in uncertain conditions.  

BOX 1 : URBAN RESILIENCE 

Urban Resilience focuses the major challenges that urban systems will face with 

an original perspective. Instead of concerning about future development and 

growth as the first objective, resilience looks at social-ecological systems 

quantifying how much and which kinds of disturbances urban areas can absorb 

without shifting to less desirable alternatives. 

The paradigm of resilience is gaining reputation in the years 2010s because the 

global economic crisis forces urban-dominated areas to increase the awareness 

of their dependency on costing and potentially unpredictable imports of goods, 

services and resources. Their aim is not only an intangible idea of progress, but 

a progressive reduction in operational costs whenever better organisation can 

help. Compared with the paradigm of sustainable development, urban resilience 

does increase the understanding of functional urban flows and dynamics to 

consolidate human well-being and quality of life. Immediate applications regard 

environment (particularly energy and food security), but inspiring tips regard 

governance networks: local society (people as: citizens, members of 

communities, users of services, consumers of products, etc.) is emphasized as a 

learning institution, adapting and reorganising to meet super-local challenges 

with locally based pragmatic actions. 

It is thus a circular argument that a wealthy urban space supports innovation, creativity, 
motivated people, and polarize attention. There are those who see limits to inclusion 
because can engage only people that are already active. Critiques concern on 
engagement when it plays with individuals expectations and proactivism as a tool of  
cooptation. As previously explained, the results of  inclusion are not necessarily the final 
result of  regeneration process when complex issues are debated. 
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1.2 Urban actors and culture for regeneration 
processes: a broader concept of “engagement” 
Addresses and enhance the value of  urban culture; the now fashionable keyword 
“resilient city” may find unexpected convergences with derelict/vacant/under-used 
former industrial areas. 
 

WHAT’S IN THIS CHAPTER? 

Characteristics of engagement into time 
Intensity of engagement  
 information 
 consultation 
 participation 
 collaboration 
WHY to run processes with engagement 

The term “engagement” is emerging as a mean for a more inclusive and continuous 
process of  confrontation and emphasises responsibility and transparency in urban 
decision-making. In this context, engagement increases the capacity of  risk manage-
ment, as considers the operational environment and include insight from a wide group 
of  motivated informants. Engagement can be considered the way to disclose carefully 
the relationships among stakeholder of  urban processes and common citizens. 
Practices recognise that the combination of  an open negotiation and a correct selection 
of  the involved subjects usually starts up endurable and long term goals. These 
mutually reinforcing processes should: 

(re)Connect various players and stakeholder—both public and private—to form 
regional networks of  social capital sedimentation, a driving force in the regional economy. 

Embed production and services suppliers in the urban area, valorising special charac-
ters and creating eventually the right conditions for retaining more net value added. 

Intertwine various economic and non-economic activities for a higher standard of  
living spaces, avoiding fragmented and short-term objectives. 

Identifying the key decision factors (what is necessary in order to make a decision), self-
positioning in the approach to regeneration, clarifying if  and why inclusion adds value, 
will help to manage the process. 

1.2.1 Characteristics of engagement into time 

Engagement into regeneration processes is a complex social construction, involving 
institutional work (existing institutions and formal tools) and relational design (new 
networks that carry strategic ideas through time). Stakeholder engagement increases the 
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understanding of  development and explores opportunities for joint action and interest 
convergence. Three key-approaches to successful engagement can be extracted by the 
case studies to focus stakeholder engagement methods: 

Proactive engagement: significant local targets shared by experts and public 
responsible parties, developers and locally based groups of  interest are crucial to set the 
pace of  regeneration processes and reconnect innovative forces with neglected places. 
The experience of  MALMÖ and VENICE-Gateway (VeGa) show that a place in needs 
can actually fix standards for future actions and gain positive attention as well as 
guarantee a strong promotion of  the project, wider than the local scale. 

Multilayered engagement over time: complexity of  former industrial places may 
suggest different layers of  engagement to maximize efficacy. The case of  BELFAST 
organizes relevant task-force to work out different images for the interested places, as 
well as more pragmatic strategy-making, fund-raising, design-proposing and innovators 
groups. Public responsibility on shared and defined goals and embedded elected 
representatives (as regeneration processes frequently last longer than one electoral 
mandate) is the key for public control on market dynamics—including adverse market 
conditions—and vice-versa. 

Expanded engagement over time: with a clear objective, it is possible to engage 
more people on parallel thematic tables of  selected representatives, shows the ZÜRICH 
case; coordination in communication expands the audience from whom feedbacks are 
expected into space and time, and limit the perception that special procedures reduce 
the public control on land management and urban processes. 

Proactive, multilayered and expanding engagement, in a framework of  economic 
difficulties and competition among/within cities, draws convergence and consolidates 
existing ideas and competencies, in a range of  objectives from imaginative to 
performative and responsive. 

engagement objective imaginative performative/responsive 

mobilise attention Re-orientate attention to issues 
that are not discussed in 
immediate agendas, where this 
would highlight opportunities 
and challenges 

Express what the current 
aims, values and directions 
of main agents seem to be 

scope the situation Identify energy and resource for 
change and build coalitions 
which may expand this energy 

Identify what can be 
achieved by different 
agents 

enlarge intelligence Explore and recast agendas of 
problems, actions and stakes, 
through accessing multiple 
sources 

Summarize known issues 

create frames Articulate and prioritise issues 
given some justified coherence 

Provide explicit expression 
and coherence to the above 

source: Elaboration on Healey, 2009b, p. 453.  

appendix 2 
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INTENSITY OF ENGAGEMENT  
The regeneration process involves collective learning but is a managed process within 
“contained” action spaces. Different phases of  the process require diversified stages of  
engagement, ranging from simple information to proper involvement and eventually 
collaboration and empowerment. The engagement level also influences the number of  
participants (see figure 3). The design of  engagement methods takes time and should 
proceed in line with the needs of  the process. 

Information 
When the purpose is only a transparent and complete information on a project that has 
been already determined, constant communication tools must be arranged; plane 
language and clear concepts are crucial. 

Consultation 
When the purpose is the collection of  technical and informal insight on open issues, 
appropriate techniques point out the different stakeholder roles within the process, and 
determine who must be consulted to add further details. 

Participation 
When the purpose is to engage stakeholder into shared decisions about the whole 
project or some parts of  it, finalized activities to create the right conditions for vis-a-vis 
confrontation are necessary; time to evaluate first-hand data and interviews must also 
be planned. 

Collaboration in active realizations and empowerment 
When the idea is to involve stakeholder in project realisation and management, they 
should participate in the process since the early stages. Meetings and resulting agree-
ments will define availabilities and conditions to operate specific activities. 

 

figure 3 : intensity of engagement in inverse proportion to number of engaged stakeholder 

1.2.2 WHY to run processes with engagement 

Real cases show a higher grade of  complexity, in which multifaceted stakeholder require 
specific arrangement of  engagement levels, which can vary according to process timing. 

1. A bottom-up multi stakeholder involvement approach asks for dedicated time to 
build trust and accepts incremental gains that are definitely the unique result of 
city and citizenship building. 
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2. Thanks to participation, necessary negotiations are foreseen part of the process 
and deliver outputs that can be straightforwardly implemented, as opposed to 
postponed confrontation, which may slow down or prevent correct implementation. 

3. The huge investments in time & resources first can save resources at a later stage 
and avoid partial implementation of unfeasible suggestions; initial resource-costing 
engagement prevents later waste of resources. 

The engagement humanises urban decisions: decision-makers can more easily be 
considered by stakeholder as personalised and complex entity with limited resources, 
and outcomes are seen as a justified hierarchical allocation of  resources to distribute 
multi-level benefits the local community. It is worth remarking that interest-based 
consultation may also encourage and boost inter-stakeholder agreements or conver-
gence of  interests. Traditional industrial areas frequently overwhelm the context in 
which they are located. When vacant, with industries leaving, usually coordinated 
knowledge about the site is scarce and might require ad hoc services that local govern-
ments hardly provide. The shortage of  knowledge and information about the actual 

conditions in the brownfields create potential critical issues connected with 
uncertain terms: 

– Industrial sites were scarcely monitored by public authorities; uncertainty persua-
des of  some hidden risks, either among common citizens or targeted stakeholder. 

– When environmental reclamation is certainly necessary, costly or unsafe pro-
cedures may discourage potential stakeholder to manifest any interest. 

– The local impact of  vacant industrial sites, although resulting from wider-scale 
economic dynamics, may burden local governments and communicate higher risk 
for private decisions. 

– Arguments about vacant sites rejuvenation occupy the public scene for years or 
decades and can generate impatience in the urban arena that does not see actions. 

– Public divergences (among local governments or between different governmental 
organizations) consolidate stakeholder and potential investors’ idea that there is 
not any clear plan or target for regeneration. 

– Stakeholder may finally find the traditional industrial areas a disturbing issue that 
expand from the original site and contaminates surrounding undefined areas. 

– The presence of  unused land is considered an evidence of  the area’s scarce value. 

A typical example is ownership [as addressed by TF1]. Where a large enterprise in a 
traditional industrial area had almost exclusive control of  the means of  production, 
industrial restructuring pulverized the line of  actions for regeneration into multiple 
interfaces. More clearly, the current productive organization asks for urban diversi-
fication and qualification (of  the city and of  the citizens). Engagement within regene-
ration processes is—even more than before—the right space to concentrate, provide, 
produce and exchange information and knowledge. 
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1.3 Urban regeneration and stakeholder identification: 
tangible and symbolic resources 
Regeneration processes tackle with obsolete physical structures, images or symbols of  
inherited identity. Some stakeholder are clearly identified as connected with that 
industrial past, other are in partial or total opposition; sometime it is the brownfield 
environment that excludes, generates, orients participation. 
 

WHAT’S IN THIS CHAPTER? 

WHO 
can be engaged: identification and mapping 
may start the process: the regeneration mover 
do lead the process: the Operative Group 

WHO can be engaged: identification and mapping 
Stakeholder are the existing or potential innovators and end-users—individuals or 
groups of  persons—of  regenerated areas, as well as those holding political and/or legal 
leverage in the region. To some extent, also people who are indirectly affected by the 
process may be included among stakeholder. Different actors and expectations play 
diversified roles in supporting or accompanying regeneration processes, and can be 
divided according to their institutional role, direct involvement in the area, indirectly 
interested by present or future urban conditions. 
Target groups can be classed under the responsibility of  the Operative Group and 
facilitators of  engagement sessions, to define correct methods of  participation (as 
previously mentioned, number of  involved persons may suggest different levels of  

participation [see 1.2]) and synthesise focused reports. 
Engagement procedures start frequently when questions, answers and ideas on regene-
ration are not yet clear. In fact, any initiative on brownfield raises expectations automa-
tically and it is thus quite valuable to influence the perception of  stakeholder and en-
courage a proactive atmosphere, being clear of  uncertainties and using initial interact-
tions to predict troubles and misunderstandings, or brain storming alternatives. Initial 
stages parallel the collection of  existing information with the preparation of  the liste-
ning phase. It is not unusual to find that brownfields knowledge is vague and not precise. 

ReTInA brownfield sites [as summarized by TF1] inherited so many problems during 
their long industrial past, that general redevelopment schemes lag behind stagnation 
and drive developers to less problematic sites. It is the common responsibility of  
engagement to explore feasible solutions, such as: 

Increase the level of  local awareness, particularly at the political local level. 

Clarify regulatory opportunities of  site specific plans. 
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Coordinate with local authorities according to different competencies. 

Apply effective procedures, management, evaluation. 

class stakeholder group characteristics 

general 
audience 

Citizens at large (including 
occasional visitors) 

More people than the ones directly
using the area may expect new job 
opportunities, better environment, and 
the like. Their information avoid to 
confine their opinions to negative 
responses and reactions. 

directly involved Interest groups and 
leaders 

Specific individuals or ad hoc groups, 
such as: environmentalists that 
campaign for the specified area 
reclamation/protection; neighbourhood 
committees that represent more than an 
individual opinion. 

Landowners and tenants Usually oriented towards an increase in 
the economic value of the brownfield 
(property value, settled activities). 

Developers and investors Interested in economical potential of 
the area, real estate value, work force 
availability, price and localised services. 

Unions and associations Structured, permanently organized 
groups, often non local, such as trade 
unions and business owners 
associations. 

institutional Public officers 
(professionals who work in 
the administration) and 
elected decision makers 

Address the socio-economical 
development of the area, reintegration 
into the city and supporting the 
development of the entire area (spatial 
and social cohesion), or “factors 
productivity” (innovation in the 
decision-making process). 

WHO may start the process: the regeneration mover 
The decision to include an engagement frame within the regeneration process is a key 
judgement. Before opening decision making process to other subjects, it is important to 
consider if  others’ contribution is necessary or helpful. A tentative inclusive process 
starts usually when either legal or financial or information resources are lacking. Firstly, 
the mover of  regeneration (who promotes the process) needs to consolidate an 
institutional backing (even if  it is a local government that launches regeneration and 
engagement, it is necessary and fundamental to obtain the agreement by other institu-
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tional agents). Secondly, definition of  approaches to regeneration parallels stake-
holder identification, selection of  information to be shared and needed knowledges, 
consultation, reporting and the likes. In these cases, the best approach is to consider the 
whole project’s life, self-positioning the proper phase (problem definition, evaluation of  
alternative solutions, detailed plan and design, project management and/or construction, 
monitoring and evaluation). 

class regeneration mover description 

elected local 
governments 

Zürich Municipality Municipality and particularly Mayor Josefv 
Estermann invested resources and 
reputation in participatory regeneration 
process. Large numbers of stakeholder were 
involved, but municipality leaded all 
procedures and communication. 

Lille Metropole 
Roubaix Municipality 

Lille metropole leads regional revitalization, 
Roubaix municipality catalyses local 
energies and synergies as part of electoral 
mandate. 

existing 
institutions 

University of 
Nottingham 
Nottingham City 
Council 

City Council pursued urban rehabilitation 
without interfering with the long-term vision 
of Core Cities Group, while University was 
seeking expansion. Clear converging 
interests defined easy partnership and 
simplified technical implementation. 

Maastricht Municipality 
(technical offices task-
force) 

Municipality based regeneration at internal 
offices, but a specific technical task-force 
was officially in charge of inter-sectoral 
dialogue and negotiation with private 
developer (ABP private pension fund) and 
local stakeholder. 

Svensk Bomässa 
(Malmö) 

Non-profit company Svensk Bomässa 
(Swedish Housing Fair), mainly public-
owned, developed fair project through a 
subsidiary company in which also Sydkraft 
(Sweden’s second largest utility, now E.ON 
Sverige AB) invested resources. 

legitimised  
ad hoc 
institutions 

BelfastGasworks 
Steering Group, Trust, 
Design Team, 
Developers Group 

Belfast City Council and Laganside 
Cooperation (private developer) agreed on 
regeneration, pre-assessed by Community 
Groups and the Environmental Advisory 
Agency. The process was then coordinated 
by specific workgroups. 
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VEGA, Venice Following feasibility study by Consortium 
Venezia Ricerche. VEGA was established as a 
non-profit organization, with 34 partners, 
including two universities, banks, private 
companies, and public administrations. 

Outsiders Detroit Multiple individuals and groups with a 
common objective and different strategies. 
The role of Detroit municipality and Michigan 
State may add more urban coherence. 

Banksy, Blu, etc. Multiple individuals seek occasional 
coordination with municipalities or local 
intermediators (art galleries, museums). 

 

Identification 
Identification of  the regeneration issues (including the precise area and the 
geographic sphere of  influence of  the regeneration process; frequently it is expected 
from the regeneration process an innovative strategic approach to complex urban issues) 
and definition of  key-agents define the beginning of  the process. Once it is evaluated 
to which extent the stakeholder participation can influence the process development, it 
is necessary to identify and select those whose “interests” determine them as stake-

holder [see 1.3.1] and in which way they might be affected by or effective on the process. 
Some of  them are pre-determined by regulatory requirements (institutions and 
landowners, for instance). Geographical influence may suggest the inclusion of  
stakeholder or relevant agents to be informed about the process that are not apparently 
related with the selected location. Groups that perceive an impact not based on direct 
evidences or feel they have been arbitrarily excluded need carefully inclusion through 
open communication and information (newsletters, websites, social networks, limited 
number of  targeted meetings). If  the process aims to break down existing paralysis, all 
pre-existing consuetude and procedures need careful assessment. 
The first interlocutory stages finalize the beginning of  the inclusive process with the 
Stakeholder engagement map to unfold the ... 

BROWNFIELD STAKEHOLDER GROUP: the BSG includes a limited number of  actors 
who accept an active role in the session. Usually, BSGs members are those stakeholder 
who, due to their history, influence or representativeness, already play a crucial role in 
defining the area’s future and possible outcomes of  the process. Its role is to develop 
realistic, feasible, shared proposals. BSG members are asked to formally or informally 
undersign an agreement/document their commitment to engagement and guarantee to 
offer inputs and continuity to the process implementation. The BSG meets regularly, in 
agreement with the BSG Operative Group, and together with the latter defines the 
development of  sessions scenes. 

Different priorities may occur when the regeneration process involves or is launched by 
independent developers, either development agencies or private investors (local and 

chapter 2.3 
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incoming economic agents). In this case, their first engagement effort is for local 
governments, including political and technical parties. These contacts should be 
carefully organized to avoid negative impression on other stakeholder that may concern 
about private negotiations on public and collective interests. 
The relevance of  this early phase of  regeneration process and stage of  stakeholder 
engagement is also the construction of  a mutual trust between the mover of  the 
process (local government or other agency) and the external experts and facilitators 
that will manage the process for months or years. 

BOX 2 : MAPPING AND VISUALIZING 

Mapping and Visualizing the regeneration issues and the sphere of  influence of  the 
process is an important exercise to parallel stakeholder identification and precede 
synthesis (cumulative effects with other relevant undergoing process may also be 
evaluated through mapping, as well as infrastructure influence, connection with urban 
fabric and environmental or water networks). During diverse engagement methods, 
maps are useful to focus discussions on precise targets, scoping of  issues and impact, 
and force pragmatic and localised thinking. 

Historic timeline/seasonal calendar/daily schedule 
Different visualization of  key events within a particular lapse of  time, often consisting 
of  illustrative events arranged chronologically, accompanied by written commentary. 
They can help to visualize changes during day/night time, work-time and weekends, 
peaks of  industrial production, etc. 

Venn diagrams 
A diagram that uses circles to represent sets, in which the relations between the sets are 
indicated by the arrangement of  the circles. For example, drawing one circle within 
another indicates that the set represented by the first circle is a subset of  the second 
set. terms of  a categorial statement are represented by overlapping circles within a 
boundary representing the universal set, so that all possible combinations of  the 
relevant properties are represented by the various distinct areas in the diagram. 

Resource mapping 
Mapping the resources and ideas at hand, identifying why they are potential and not 
activated. 

WHO do lead the process: the Operative Group 
A group of  technician and professionals with different background manages the 
regeneration process in coordination with the mover. The Operative Group includes 
competencies in economics, social science, spatial planning, communication, and 
facilitators. Facilitators should accept the suggestions of  the institutional stakeholder 
and require their cooperation but also need to regulate institutional presence in 
particular occasions, while the Operative Group is gaining critical independence of  a 
third party (differentiated from institutional mover and general stakeholder). 
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The Operative Group works in the technical capacity of  a third party, that is crucial in 
organization but functional to institutional decisions (not made by them, although into 
practice their role may by instrumental to overcome institutional impasse and 
encourage responsibility in stakeholders’ proposals), and briefs the mover of  the 
process periodically in order to verify eventual updates and necessary institutional 
verifications of  the general strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Responsible technicians within administration should work as referees and interfaces 
between institutions and facilitators (after brief  training on the inclusive process). The 
group will be the task force of  the process, while the political party will not be 
continuously visible. The credibility of  the process is that the task force has more than 
one single source for information and intermediation, although communicate as one 
voice that is not directed by political ideology. A competent facilitator (member of  the 
engaging parties or who does not have a direct involvement in the outcomes) helps the 
engaging parties to define the intended outputs and designs a tailor-made interaction, 
ensuring independence, clarity, and accountability and managing the engagement 
interaction as a learning opportunity. As frequently facilitators are not local, the 
experience of  a social scientist familiar with the context will be helpful to organize fact 
sheets and name lists and expand them throughout phases. Technicians working at local 
institutions may also support the work of  facilitators if  correctly involved. 

chapter 2.2 

Stakeholder engagement needs to be managed. It should be driven by a well-
defined strategy and have a clear set of objectives, timetable, budget, and 
allocation of responsibilities (like: summary file of each stakeholder or group 
and contact details; logbook to record actions and results; report of each 
meeting or interview for internal use; regular synthesis for communication 
with institutional partners, stakeholders and eventually the general public). 
The objective of stakeholder engagement is not directly the one of the 
regeneration process, as the latter is supposed to result also from the 
stakeholders’ inputs. 
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1.4 Conflict, coherence, and consensus (general tools 
illustration) 
Engagement requires high flexibility to integrate progressively new resources and 
knowledges, as well as answer to unexpected obstacles. It may unveil unexpected 
convergences that represent resources. Open confrontation based on facts is more 
fruitful than mumbling on prejudices to construct an explicit engagement. It is 
inevitable that the process first or later evidences groups which would prefer 
continuous emergency situations instead of  effective ameliorations. 
 

WHAT’S IN THIS CHAPTER? 

key-stages of stakeholder engagement 
HOW: to engage stakeholder in the decision process 
 Information disclosure 
 Grievance control 
 Consultation/meeting methods 
 Reporting 
WHAT: to get through engagement 
 Consolidated BSG 
 Empowerment of technical staff 
 Negotiating table 
 Partnership & monitoring 
 Spin-off 
Engagement authoritativeness 

Urban vacancies usually have chain and cumulative negative effects on economic 
players’ decisions if  effective public policies are not provided. Therefore the 
predisposition of  stakeholder engagement in a regeneration process is as relevant as 
planning tools approval for local governments, even if  there is not a mandatory frame 
of  law for inclusive practices in public decision-making.  

1.4.1 Key-stages of stakeholder engagement 

The first response to engagement may also open different perspectives. An ideal 
situation records pertinent and effective answers from all the involved stakeholders and 
engagement techniques. More frequently real situations have only limited proportions 
of  respondents that should help to reassess the engagement targets. A scarce response 
by some stakeholder or to some tools may affect the image of  regeneration processes 
and define a typical condition in which different techniques of  engagement and 
facilitators can make the way for a consistent attention on the area and the processes. If  
everyone’s motivations can be clarified at the start, everyone is more likely to 
acknowledge some positive outcomes in the end. 
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key-stage description 

stakeholder identification 
 and analysis 

Invest time prioritizing and assessing concerns and 
interests. Review potential legal and regulatory 
requirements for stakeholder engagement. 

information disclosure 
Accessible and meaningful communication on methods 
and contents of the process, graded according to different 
stakeholder and engagement methods. 

stakeholder consultation 
Prepare a Stakeholder Engagement Map for consultation 
and participation (ideal situation) 

grievance control 
Be prepared for opposition and grievance at different 
phases of the process (flexible engagement plan) 

partnership 
From controversial issues to strategic partnership (private-
private / public-private or public / public) 

monitoring  
management 

Monitoring impacts and implementation can involve the 
stakeholder to enhance transparency and credibility of the 
process 

reporting and 
documentation 

Reporting is a regular and continuing activity for the 
process managers; to both those consulted and those with 
more general interests in the area or in similar experiences 

source : Elaboration on IFC 2007, p. 12 

 

figure 4 : Key-stages of stakeholder engagement. 
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HOW to engage stakeholder in the decision process 
Engagement requires a series of  iterative opportunities to consolidate interest and 
understanding about the approach and regeneration content. Listening to stakeholder 
concerns can improve the quality of  the proposal, although that cannot be based on a 
mere feedback to general opinions. Not all the tools fit to all types or scales of  
processes, and more likely a single process requires a combination of  different 
engagement tools to handle specific stages. The self- positioning or judgment directed 
by facilitator is a crucial phase for the initiators of  regeneration processes. Engagement 
strategies have to match the needs of  their respective processes: consultation of  large 
groups of  people for relevant urban areas goes beyond what is necessary for punctual 
vacant buildings with minimal impacts and few stakeholder issues. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE is the pre-requisite for a constructive start-up of  a BSG: 
people’s knowledge is precious for an informed participation. The availability of  an 
accurate common data base concerning the area and the region and accessible to the 
interested parties, including institutional documents and targeted surveys (result of  
face-to-face interviews, researches, questionnaires, contacts with organised groups, etc.), 
is necessary to discuss pragmatic proposals with realistic details. The trick of  decision 
processes is that meeting with stakeholder start without a detailed proposal basis. The 
regeneration details will develop together with consultations. Referring to previous 
consultations can save time and encourage a more positive atmosphere surrounding 
institutions—that care of  existing and eventually adverse studies and opinions—
prioritizing issues that have had an impact on local users or the general public in the 
past (particularly in case of  environmental issues). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important in each phase of regeneration process to be selective in 
determining approaches, actions, and timing that make sense in particular 
contexts. It is crucial to be proactive in managing a difficult but ultimately 
rewarding process. Complex and controversial processes encourage to get in 
early with engagement in pre-explorative phases, to communicate local 
stakeholders that their perspectives matter in the local strategy definition 
and to accompany growing expectations with clarifications of uncertainties: 
inclusive process initiates and sustains constructive relationships over time 
that can finally develop into partnerships and tangible collaboration.

As part of a process, engagement context is a dynamic flow and stakeholders 
might change opinion over time and defend different kind of proposals or 
suggestions, also depending on the available information and previous 
answers/reactions by other participation. Each stage should make clear to 
whom and why engagement is foreseen, and what kind of knowledge is at 
hand. The team managing the process may expect reaction to different 
regeneration process phases, and timetables should guarantee time between 
presentation of ideas, manifestation of suggestions and willing by 
stakeholders, summary of proposals (see consultation). Information 
disclosure requires priorities and optimal sequences. 
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– Transparency and accountability promote public understanding and master nega-
tive perceptions and misinformation related with traditional industrial areas. If  the 
decision process is perceived as secretive, stakeholder confidence and public trust 
can be affected. Sometime the principle of  openness matters more than the 
actual content of  disclosed information. 

– Disclosing meaningful elements of  discussion at an early stage of  decision-making 
makes clear the hierarchy of  fixed elements (regulatory or mandatory measures; 
for instance infrastructures or environmental issues) and components that depend 
on discussion and suggestion or convergent interests by the stakeholder. 

– Anticipating “good news” without a proper basis or simplifying evident troubles 
do not help to consolidate trust, competence and authority. Encourage all parties 
to communicate figures, when applicable, or use scenarios (i.e. worst, best, most likely). 

– It is important to clarify links and differences between the regeneration process 
and stakeholder engagement, whereas the latter is a pre-condition and/or 
accompany regulatory decisions. It is advisable to prepare two different factsheets, 
one for engagement (Stakeholder Engagement Map, contact of  the Operative 
Group) and one concerning the regeneration process. Both are necessary when con-
tacting new potential stakeholder or presenting the process in different context. 

– Proprietary and regulatory change happening during the process—or generally 
concerning the legal framework—need particular care, as they can affect stake-
holder interests and compact grievance. Particularly, this kind of  communication is 
part of  the institutional role and cannot be mixed with facilitators’ work. 

GRIEVANCE CONTROL is a fact for complex urban issues through all the regeneration 
process: grievance can precede the process when tackling unsolved urban issues, and 
continues throughout the finalization of  proposals increasing with on-site operations. It 
is a matter of  risk-management: urban decision surely generates some dissatisfaction 
but escalations that undermine final performance can be prevented with a good 
investment in engagement. More frequently inclusive processes intervene in case of  
potential disputes or actual conflicts. Although the high-pressure of  getting projects 
approved, establishing relationships and listening for local opinions and perceptions, 
parallel to the usual collection of  data and knowledges, pay back with more confidence 
that if  the regeneration process invests resources in stakeholder inclusion there are 
long-term perspectives and visions on the way. 

BOX 3 : FREQUENT NEGATIVE DYNAMICS 

Distrust 
In situations where distrust or bias is apparent or suspected, the engaging parties 
should make use of  an unbiased individual to facilitate (and perhaps convene) the 
engagement. 

Intimidation  
The presence of  an outside facilitator can encourage the articulation of  opinions which 

appendix 4.a 
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might otherwise not be expressed, due to some parties feeling intimidated. 

Rivalry  
Rivalries between individuals and organizations can be mitigated by the presence of  a 
facilitating individual or organization. 

Lacking definition of the problem  
If  the problem is poorly defined, or defined differently by multiple parties, an unbiased 
listener/analyst can help to construct an integrated, shared problem understanding. 

Possibly emotionally upsetting situation  
Bringing in a facilitator to lead the process lets the engaging parties focus on the 
problem at hand, which can lead to better results. 

Complexity or novelty  
In a complex or novel situation, a process expert can help the group do a better job of  
working together intellectually to solve the problem. 

Timeliness  
If  a timely decision is required, as in a crisis situation, the use of  a facilitator can help 
the parties to reach necessary agreements faster. 

In case regeneration process faces strong opposition, local forms of  resistance, and 
administrative retards, participation and mutual knowledge increase comprehension 
and break the eventual front of  opponents based on incomplete understanding. The 
following acronyms summarise frequent obstructive circumstances in public contexts: 

NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard): more or less organized citizens groups react to 
decisions or announced policy choices, considering any change as a threat for the safety 
and the quality level of  citizens’ or residents’ life. It is often a reaction to top-down policies. 
DAD (I Decide – I Announce – I Defend): top-down praxis that makes decision 
according to one’s own logic, agreeing only among organization’s or company’s techni-
cians or through bilateral meeting with only few strategic subjects. This encourages a 
defensive attitude by citizens. 
NIMO (Not In My Office): technicians and administrative staff  refuse the confron-
tation with nonprofessional groups. They simply pass the buck to others, with scarce 
collaboration. There is a general attitude into public offices to mislead the whole 
policies process; technicians doubt of  participation processes; technicians and their 
work are afraid of  having their roles reduced or eventually questioned by some citizens’ 
committees with good technical competences. 

Usually, these syndromes reinforce one another; without any countermeasure, actors 
delegitimize reciprocally and a strong opposition between people and administration 
may generate. Limiting grievance to well-contained levels of  engagement reduces 
troubles at the scale of  the whole process. For example: problems within technical 
offices should not affect focus groups with local experts neither become visible 
through general communication. 

 

 
A good process can give stakeholders certainty that their concerns and acti-
vism have been considered, even if the outcome is less than optimal. 
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CONSULTATION of  stakeholder is the proper phase to discuss different engagement 
tools according to the nuances of  necessary inclusion of  different stakeholder within 
the process and timeline. Particularly when regeneration is directed by public parties (i.e. 
local governments), the attitude to listen and learn more from the community actually 
increases the authority in decision-making and make available responses that would 
probably not emerge in large public meetings. Engagement is particularly fruitful for 
selected groups that are not likely to stand-up, but are necessary to build well-informed 
consensus around the decision-makers or to dismantle complex controversies. 

 BOX 4 : TECHNIQUES 

Engagement techniques each have specific expected outputs, according to the intensity 
of personal responsibility in expressing judgement/evaluation/proposals, the number of 
organised meetings, the amount of people involved. The following box introduces possi-
ble techniques representing their expected influence on urban regeneration process. We 
evaluate techniques in a range of values from 1  (low intensity and low impact 
frequently associated with large number of participants and occasional meetings) to 7 

(high intensity and impact). 

Warning !: some promising techniques, if not correctly managed, produce undesired 

result or backfire. 

BarCamp  »  

Open and participatory events, where participants provide the contents according to a 
codified model of  user-generated conferences: passion and responsibility of  the 
participants are necessary to propose or facilitate sessions, typically using whiteboards 
or paper taped to the wall. Hybridization with social networks may expand the 
relevance of  the event to online participants. 

Brainstorming  »  

Animated discussions that explore opportunities, and produce ideas or suggestions 
after fast evaluation of  pros and cons. Often used as a first step in problem solving. 

Community evaluation  »  

A community self-inquiring to identify needs and opportunities. Usually based upon a 
questionnaire that is distributed to every citizen and self-completed. 

Delphi method !  »  

It is a Systematic, interactive forecasting method which relies on a panel of  experts. 
The experts answer questionnaires in two or more rounds and are encouraged to revise 
their earlier answers in light of  the replies of  other members of  their panel. The group 
converges towards the “answer”. The process is stopped after a pre-defined stop crite-
rion (e.g. number of  rounds, achievement of  consensus, stability of  results). Sometimes 
can flatten unconventional thinking. 

chapter 2.3 
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EASW - European Awareness Scenario Workshop  »  

Creative thinking and collaborative planning: in a visioning process individuals and 
groups develop a vision for the future and then go through a process of  “back 
casting”, to translate the vision into concrete goals and action plans. 

Face-to-face meeting !  »  

Verification of  representatives of  stakeholder groups—consulting with and through 
them—to get information, disseminate ideas to large audiences (crucial to collect 
questionnaires from associations, for example) and test other potential stakeholder (not 
considered in the initial map or self-proposing). The non-standardised questions allow 
gathering of  differentiated information and insight through unrestricted answers. 
These interviews cannot be compared directly, but a map of  who will be consulted and 
in which defined order can usefully group respondents. 

Focus Group  »  

Meeting committed to specific issues; participants identify objectives and actors. 
Sometimes targets and indicators for an action plan are defined. Views obtained from 
the focus group can deviate from the broader population of  stakeholder, as limited 
number of  “elite” people involved cannot be considered as a representative sample. 
The selection of  representatives is crucial, as can influence on results and other forms 
of  inclusion (leaders of  associations can transmit key issues and invite their associates 
to compile questionnaires, submit questions, or contact crucial respondents). 

Forum  »  

Panel of  selected representatives (small group meeting) to discuss regeneration related 
affairs on a consistent basis (topics selected in advance) and mid-term perspective. 
Group is facilitated or monitored by a third party, and any political involvement is 
avoided. Participants work in groups and identify objectives and actors, together with 
facilitators. Sometimes targets and indicators for an action plan are defined. 

Goal-Oriented Project Planning !  »  

GOPP is an efficient method for helping groups to achieve consensus on their purpose 
and goals and to improve team effectiveness. At the heart of  GOPP is a matrix in 
which a project plan is presented in a simplified form. This is the Logical Framework 
Matrix, often referred to as the Logframe. 

Group Expo  »  

Group Expo is a method for activating and involving a large group (10-300 people). A 
major benefit of  using the method is that many problems or issues can be dealt with in 
parallel. Possible uses of  the method: 

 Creating commitment to a strategy 
 Facilitating change, finding ideas and solutions 

 Getting the best answers and advice from a large group of  specialists 
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 For clarifying customer needs with a group of  customers  

 Kick-offs for projects 
 Joint learning 

Laboratory of participatory design !  »  

The laboratory organises activities and meetings for different stakeholder, so as to 
contribute to the final preparation of  a project. In most instances, the project concerns 
parts of  a city, a number of  buildings or social services and environment.  
Designers contribute initial presentations and take care of  the technical and economic 
feasibility of  the ideas proposed by participants. Facilitators define the logistics of  the 
meetings and make technical contribution easily understandable to all participants. 

Participated site visit  »  

It is an “active listening” based on the importance to credit and valorise the knowledge 
of  residents, based on their personal “life in the place” (as residents, workers, etc.). The 
tool recognises the importance of  the active spatial perception based on “going and 
seeing in person”. 

OPERA  »  

It is an efficient working method that easily release group energy and focus it on what 
truly needs doing. The method includes five basic steps: Own suggestions; Pair 
discussions; Explanation stage; proposals Ranking; grouping ideas by Arranging. 

OST – Open Space Technology  »  

Participants create and manage their own agenda in parallel working sessions about a 
central theme of  strategic importance. Sitting in a large circle, participants learn in one 
hour how to create their own conference. Anyone who want to initiate a discussion or 
activity writes it down on a large sheet of  paper in big letters and announces it to the 
group. After selecting one topic, other participants post their proposed workshop on a 
wall, putting together their personal remainders. The first meetings begin immediately. 

Planning for Real  »  

The process uses large-scale maps and three-dimensional models to promote discus-
sions of  planning and community development. Visits to the project sites may also 
improve the relationship between the communities, local government and the privates. 
Participants improve their understanding of  the proposed project, while tempering 
expectations on impacts and benefits. 

Questionnaire !  »  

Traditional survey method that aims to reach a statistical/quantitative indicator of  
respondents to the same set of  questions. Questions should be clear and possibly 
structured as multiple choice. Low percentage of  answered questionnaires gives the 
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impression that interest is not high or the questionnaire itself  is not well designed or is 
too difficult. If  the questionnaire is prepared for large number of  respondents, 
distribution to reach a significant proportion of  population is another issue (by phone, 
web-forms, or mailed). In any case should be clearly communicated how respondents 
had been involved and/or selected (or it can be questioned the scarce representati-
veness), why particular groups/occasions had been chosen instead of  others, why some 
specific groups willing to participate had not been invited. If  the questionnaire is 
intended for selected groups (i.e. entrepreneurs) the support of  associations or 
institutions that introduce the survey may invite individuals to answer frankly. 

Suggestion box  »  

They may work in some context, when large groups are invited to public presentations 
or the likes and is not possible to listen to all interventions. Recent developments of  
social networks may offer similar opportunities. It is important to have a responsible 
for reading these messages and provide adequate follow-up. 

Transect walk  »  

A guided exploration of  the area to be regenerated can unveil unexpected knowledge 
and raise interests. The aim is that people can and should be enabled to analyse their 
own reality with shared methodology. Transect walks aware people of  urban 
dimensions and differences, contextualizing the selected area within a context and 
mapping structures and activities, either in action or potential. 

Workshop  »  

After good advertisement on the initiative and inscription of  applicants (reasonable 
numbers is necessary), workshops on specific planning/project issues can concentrate 
on clear—limited—objective that can be reached in 2-3 work-day. Workshop can be 
intended as a symbolic way to “produce” urban culture and commitment to action on-
site. Workshop events may develop or enhance scenario-building. 

World Café  »  

Creative tool used to facilitate dialogue and to share knowledge and ideas. A Café 
setting is created and participants debate themes and issues in small groups, sitting 
round different tables, for  a number of  sessions. 

REPORTING, in the form of  a logbook or more sophisticated database, is critical for 
effective process management. A written record of  all meetings, complaints, and 
feedback should contain: the name of  the individual and affiliation (i.e. in which 
capacity he/she has been contacted), the date and nature of  the discussion/complaint/ 
agreement, any follow-up/update and final result/statements. 
Maintaining a regular presence in the local media greatly helps to engender trust: 
stakeholder may be frustrated finding that their engagement had not left any track and 
participation is just an event per se, but not really useful or meaningful for the process, 
or they have no idea about the way their contribution will be processed. In the 
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summary—and in the mind of  facilitators—the next step should be clear while the 
present one unfolds. Moreover, the process Operative Group should control and 
manage how intermediate and final summaries are communicated and which 
stakeholder are targeted according to different media. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHAT TO GET THROUGH ENGAGEMENT 

PARTNERSHIP AND MONITORING are the highest grade of  stakeholder inclusion 
in the decision-making process. Monitoring strengthen the flow of  informed dialogue 
and responsibility of  stakeholder for their place. Moreover, through monitoring, 
selected stakeholder can be trained to acquire technical skills necessary to participate 
effectively; examples include: 

 Basic environmental quality samples and measures coordinated by local schools, etc. 

 External monitoring with local communication platform (accountability). 

 Regular fact-checking scheduled by local residents. 

 Formal and institutional results (see the box below). 

BOX 5 : FORMAL AND INSTITUTIONAL RESULTS 
Whenever possible, the European case studies illustrate results 

Consolidated Brownfield Stakeholder Group 
Initial stakeholder analysis provide the type of  stakeholder group the process will need 
to engage during different phases (through coordinated methods and eventual support 
by facilitators). Perception of  stakeholder satisfaction is important in daily 
management of  the process. Informal agreement on the goals of  the process, 
continuous participation and BSG. Those parties who represent a large group of  
people (residents, workers,...) will be asked to nominate a representative; if  impossible, 
special meetings will be organized for these groups in order to reach acceptable 
representativeness; a tricky form of  compliant is grievance because of  the procedure 
of  selection of  speakers for the community or group of  interest. BSG contributes 
ideas and proposals; for this reason is crucial to keep a commitments register and 

Time. Engagement unfolds through a series of opportunities boosting 
common understanding among people and parties involved in the project. 
Engagement process should be neither too rapid nor too slow. Each 
meetings might provide the right time to completely carry out some relevant 
tasks, without discouraging stakeholders’ participative interest in the 
process. Extra-time between the different meetings is needed to complete a 
stake-holder review of collected data and materials, and post-meeting 
memos drafting. Meeting requires time (participants have to sacrifice their 
normal work, childcare, free-time, holidays). It cannot last too long and 
cannot end without the idea that another step towards concrete results had 
been done. Implementation should be monitored by previously agreed upon 
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advisable to class stakeholder according to the grade of  inclusion they can reach 
(simple information, cooperation, formal/institutional partnership). A final document 
will record the contribution of  all participants. 

Belfast  
Gasworks Steering 
Group and Trust 

From conflicting communities, nostalgic grass-root groups 
and diverging developers to supportive stakeholder that 
continued regular activities over 8 years. 

Empowerment of technical staff  
It is important—and will be remarked later—that the Operative Group settled by the 
regeneration mover includes facilitators and technicians to be “hyjacked” at the local 
government staff. It is crucial for the process to individuate people who are able to 
develop and maintain working relationships with the local communities. Cases of  
regeneration in which the authoritativeness of  the local government is questioned or 
whereas independent development agency manages the process might pose risk of  
reputation for the process; the support by and virtuous liaison with technical staff  
(officers) of  proved capacity may reduce issues of  scarce transparency. 

Agreement  
Official written and sealed record of  mutual understanding for a common purpose 
with the acceptance of  reciprocal legal rights and duties (actions or obligations). An 
agreement may have most essential element of  a contract (offer, acceptance, 
consideration on performance, monitoring procedure) but may lack of  precise timeline 
or financial details. It is easy to reach a formal agreement after few meetings when 
goals are clear, regeneration mover is powerful, relevant stakeholder are proactive and 
limited in number. 

Negotiating Table  
Temporary working group finalised to solve a dispute or reach a formal agreement 
among actors with different interests/visions. A moderator/negotiator coordinates the 
work with the precise task to reach reasonable and shared agreement. All actors partici-
pate openly to make the table the real place where decisions are made. The negotiator 
will unfold different stakes, smoothing rigid personal positions. 

Zürich  
A negotiating table on transportation and accessibility was 
created due to citizens pressing; after three years drafted 
options were examined at the municipal Offices. 

Private-Public, Public-Public, Private-Private Partnership 
Partnership defines a form of  legal relationship in which two or more individuals or 
institutions agree on the ownership of  business, method of  distribution of  profits 
and/or losses and on the extent to which each will be liable for the deficiency of  one 
another. In Public-Private Partnership (PPP) a service functional to regeneration is 
operated through a partnership of  government and one or more private sector compa-
nies. Particular attention require the private investor’s demand for rate of  return that 
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may be higher than the government’s bond rate, while risk associated with the project is 
borne mainly by the public sector. During regeneration process and for management 
of  resulting activities other forms of  Public-Public or Private-Private partnerships can 
be encouraged, based on converging interests that result from engagement. 

Nottingham 
public-public 
Municipality-University 

An agreement between City Council and University secured 
the public goals of redevelopment for educational purposes, 
limiting market-oriented real estate 

Maastricht 
public-private 
Municipality-APB 

Land use planning was conformed to private sector demand 
and it was guaranteed to the developer that the Céramique 
would have been the only revitalization programme for a 
defined time 

Malmö 
private-private 
BO01 AB-developers 

The subsidiary company of Svensk Bomässa agreed with 
private developers on basic shared rules to develop an 
exemplary eco-friendly neighbourhood (Västra Hamnen) 

Spin-off 
Based on mutual interest evidenced during engagement, a public or private agent may 
set up a new company to continue independently or enhance operations that were 
based at one particular division or department. The situation arises frequently when a 
research-based organization, like University Departments, transfers a portion of  its 
assets to a more market-oriented operational subsidiary corporation, eventually in 
partnership with existing firms, or to profit of  particular market conditions created by 
regeneration. Clear reasons emerge in environmental rehabilitation: scientific research 
centres can find immediate financial profit and later become an independent firm. The 
parent institution may or may not maintain a portion of  ownership in the new company. 

Venice 
VeGa incubator  

Through the process of environmental rehabilitation of 
Marghera industrial sites, spin-off of technical department of 
universities were created and located in the incubator within 
the regenerated area. 

1.4.2 Engagement authoritativeness 

The inclusive process has to be authoritative and credible. This is possible through 
communication transparency and commitment to take into account the results of  
engagement hand in hand with the institutional process. According to legally pre-
defined steps of  the latter, it is important that institutional actors trust and correctly 
participate, and that frequent exchanges are organized between the two operative 
lines: institutional mandatory and voluntary inclusive procedures. If  institutional 
actors want to set preconditions or prerequisites for discussion, this has to be done at 
the outset of  the process. The outcomes of  the engagement have to be translated 
into well defined legal documents: protocols, agreements, administrative acts. When 
part of  the outputs of  the process are not taken into account by institutional actors, 
that decision should be motivated. 
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Like any other practice of  governance, engagement needs to be managed and directed 
with clear allocation of  responsibilities. Participation cannot be used to supply lack of  
governmental authority, or it is only a marginal and resource-costing exercise to 
postpone solution, but being out of  touch with operational realities and eroding public 
trust (for example: raising expectations that obviously cannot be met, as it may happen 
with promising engagement techniques when not properly managed [see box 4]). All 
staff  should be made aware of  the programme and understand what implications their 
efforts might have for the process outcomes. 
As far as stakeholder engagement is concerned, factors that drive and facilitate its 
success include the motivation of  both economic partners and the local community to 
engage one another in dialogue. Both must have a goal that can better be accomplished 
through the participation of  the other party and must possess the internal 
organisational capacity to act. Successful stakeholder engagement requires, moreover, 
that the parties built up and share a cultural affinity along the regeneration process. 
Through that, they both recognise the other’s legitimacy, and are willing to dedicate 
time to built trust and to accept incremental gains, the final result of  city and 
citizenship building in industrial areas regeneration. 
The public role is crucial, not directly in corporate decision making, but in providing 
the context for a favourable set. Obviously the context matters. Over the past two 
decades, the economic uncertainty of  the market and political transition forced cities 
and citizens in several South East European countries to accept any kind of  growth 
opportunity. Moreover, a call for proactive strategies of  development emerged all over 
Europe, trying to involve business interests in local politics. It is thus evident that the 
issues of  finance and investments are intertwined with the public control role: a clear 
negotiation between the economic interests of  non-elected organizations and the needs 
of  the city involved requires public mediation. The future of  regeneration and urban 
production functions are thus affected by private business and centralized decisions, but 
it is local any decisions related to land use, accessibility, urban fabrics, and general 
regulation that shape the urban environment. In short, only embracing a 
comprehensive conception of  sustainability and equality avoids an urban regeneration 
that degenerate into parochial localism and regional myopia. 

 

 

 

 

 

BOX 6 : MINIMAL CONDITION for the success of stakeholder engagement 

Motivation and engagement of decision makers 
in giving birth and seeing through the inclusive process. 

Clear frame 
The essential requirement to build trust is to make clear goals, tasks, regulation and 
limitations of  the process. 

Institutions that engage stakeholders only when that does seem to meet their 
purposes or when they want something or when they need to occupy time 
without decisions and actions may undermine their own interests and 
reputation. 
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Agreement on work practice 
Everybody has to agree upon a set of  rules. 

Involvement of experts and facilitators 
The role of  experts and facilitators (their relational attitudes and organizational and 
managerial skills) is fundamental. They motivate participants, synthesize and negotiate 
their point of  view, valorise competencies and skills. 

Availability to participate 
The key role of  stakeholder is tied to their understanding and sharing of  the process 
goals and regulation, of  its limitations and opportunities. Participants have legitimate 
each other, be available to take responsibility and to negotiate on other’s point of  view. 

Organization 
Mis-organization can affect engagement result:. inappropriate choice of  the meeting 
place; too few participants; insufficient or incorrect basic information; schedule that 
does not respect concomitant events or participants’ business; lack of  work materials; 
non working equipment; incorrect communication. 

Resources 
Adequate human and financial resource are needed to organize and carry on any 
inclusive process. 

 

 



 

 

PART 2. 
Tool for stakeholder engagement: 
rules for an urban strategy game 

Why an urban strategy game?  
Assumption: everyone speaks an own language, uses an own lexicon and knows the 
conventions of  communication in home culture and society. The same occurs with learned 
knowledge (scheme, point 1). 

At the intra-locale level diverse professionals have to discuss together, different roles have to 
confront each other, differing opinions and expectations have to find common ground.  
At the inter-locale level diverse cultures have to discuss together, different administrative and 
legal frameworks have to exchange views, differing political and economic contexts are encouraged to 
share coherent and aware approaches and methodologies.  

When these languages must/want to dialogue, suppose to use a common vocabulary, but in fact 
misunderstanding is a common risk (point 2): goals and expected results, thoughts and reasons, 
achievements and breakdowns are misinterpreted in translation, as such in the Chinese whispers 
game. Scarce propensity for reciprocal listening adds to all objective impediments. 

Why an urban strategy game?
ReTInA in a nutshell: planning, managing and implementing an urban regeneration 
process to revitalise traditional industrial areas in SEE pushes for communication among a 
plethora of  technical traditions and cultures. Moreover, Stakeholder Engagement in urban 
regeneration is in itself  a tricky and frequently misused argument that partners have to 
unfold locally and report to others. 

In this frame, the conceptual structure of strategy games is functional and useful to 
simplify reality without triviality; relevant questions emerge and easy-to-learn and intuitive rules can 
be shared and applied to different contexts. Once clarified keywords and agreed on codes to be 
respected, every regeneration mover can play local session game. The shared codes/rules allow intra-
locale and/or inter-locale players to discuss about the “match” or exchange on “what if ” 
alternatives when necessary. 

Imagine the pieces of  domino: a given set of  blocks can be assembled according to elementary rules by 
different players that simply represent their own culture and personality in the resulting picture. 
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2.1 From methodology to stakeholder engagement 
sessions 

Engagement within urban regeneration process is explicitly transformative governance 
work. It is aimed at making a contribution to contexts as an enduring piece of  public 
infrastructure (future ways of  understanding and acting). It involves taking risks to 
select and simplify, the consequences of  which cannot be known. This frightening 
prospect often pulls potential regeneration movers back to easier compromises, or 
encourages them to hand over the judgements to someone else—another governmental 
institution, or to citizens in some forms of  consultation. Those who argue for 
undertaking an effort in inclusive decision-making need to be prepared and able to 
justify such a step: why “going on as usual” cannot suffice, and how the urban area and 
the “parts”—other stakeholder—may be affected. 
Obviously regeneration processes do not unfold following standardized procedures and 
implementation. In fact, processes are composed of  different but coherent pieces, as a 
puzzle. Some pieces can count inclusive actions, which are based on a precise setting 
for action of  stakeholder and general public in the settled location at the settled time. 
To direct the most effective mise-en-scène, the methodology supporting regeneration 
movers is crucial in defining the appropriate engagement strategy to be activated. 
Since the mover awareness of  when and why stakeholder can/have to/must be 
involved is fundamental (as it is closely linked with its awareness of  scoping priorities), 
the regeneration process has been divided into 5 phases [see MM], in order to facilitate 
reasoning, decisions, management and monitoring: 

1. Pre-initiative phase: problem definition is the very initial phase, when the point 
is to define if  there is a problem to be solved, what it is and where it occurs; it also 
includes the definition of  boundaries for the area of  intervention; 

2. Initiative phase: evaluation of alternative solutions is the second phase, when 
a variety of  concepts are proposed, one of  which will be chosen as preferred; 

3. Decision phase: detailed planning and design is the actual planning phase, 
once there is agreement on goals and objectives; it includes all levels of  planning 
and design, physical, financial, and so on; 

4. Implementation phase: project management and/or construction is key to 
the success of  the intervention; it may refer to implementation, in the case of  a 
plan, and/or physical construction; 

5. Maintenance phase: monitoring and evaluation is an ongoing process, based 
on the designed maintenance framework; it can be effective only through a process 
of  active participation of  stakeholder. 

Each phase needs to be faced as integral part of an urban regeneration 
process and can be composed of n (stakeholder) engagement sessions: 
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A METHODOLOGICAL DEVICE guides the appropriate setting of  the engagement 
session of  the chosen phase (after self-positioning). The methodological device is an 
involvement route, which gradually brings from listening to sharing to action. 

 

figure 5 : methodological device scheme [GREEN stages require an important experts; BLUE stages 
foresee significant stakeholder involvement]. 

The device first stage is the construction of  the background knowledge that is 
necessary to start the listening process (so called: need analysis). Experts collect 
available data and document input to address the first round of  proper listening. 
In the listening stage, the group of  experts will select with due knowledge and meet 
the stakeholder (from different sectors, with different roles, etc.) to collect information 
and viewpoints. Obviously this phase is crucial to create a fruitful relation with 
stakeholder, as their role will gradually increase, from informal interview to targeted 
listening (questionnaire, generic or thematic focus group, forum, etc.). In this phase 

regeneration process 

process phases 
while phases 1, 2 and 3 have to be 
consequential, phases 4 and 5 can 
be carried out at the same time 
 

“traditional” action 

engagement session 
inclusive action as partial piece of the overall puzzle; it 
foresees the realization of a stakeholder engagement session
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stakeholder and politicians do not interact directly. 
Thirdly is the coding stage: it is crucial, as only a rational organization of  information 
and data prepare the process to face validation from decision makers and public 
synthesis (i.e. the feedback, stage 4). Coding is the main professional task of  the 
experts group; they will select appropriate tools to extract meaningful messages from 
the listening stage and any reasonable potential suggestion. Moreover, the coding phase 
is interactive (e.g. several rounds of  confrontation with decision makers and 
reassessment of  the engaged process) and the Operative Group can instrumentally 
accompany codification from imaginative (demand) to performativity (action). Sufficient 
knowledge and the right feedback are necessary to understand if  the goal is to beak 
ossified stereotypes or reach project action). 
The fifth stage is for the final synthesis of  priorities and rational hierarchy of  actions 
to be implemented. The synthesis has to be shared, and a range of  tools and techniques 
accompany with the final vision, which aims at a direct engagement in responsibility of  
the stakeholder in the following phases of  the process. 

Finally, after defining the process priority, the phase objective(s) and the session goal(s), 
regeneration mover, together with its Operative Group, turn methodological device 
into an engagement session, define the two variable dimensions: stakeholder to be 
engaged and intensity of  engagement. 

 

 

figure 6 : from methodological device to engagement session planning [the arrow thickness 
emphasises the stages that have a tight relation with the two variable dimensions]. 

engagement elements in a nutshell 

hierarchy scope device variables 

regeneration process  priority 

process phases objective(s) stakeholder mapping

phase engagement session goal(s) stakeholder to be engaged
intensity of engagement 

session’s stages 
composed of one or more actions 

expected results stakeholder monitoring
intensity of engagement check 
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2.1.1 The contexts at hand: ReTInA case studies 

To work on the ReTInA case studies, we have referred to the Regional Case Studies 
(RCSs), to the Transnational Case Studies (TCSs) and to the information on local 
sessions we were able to collect.  
The RCSs are ReTInA outputs that each partner had to draw up in 2010; their results 
allowed the project to identify a common approach, further elaborated in the three 
thematic Taskforces (TFs) [TF1: Legal, Finance, Ownership; TF2: Urban & 
Environment; TF3: Branding & Imaging]. TFs were groups composed of  partners’ 
experts (internal and/or external). Their task was to analyze, evaluate and follow up the 
RCSs, based on which they have jointly developed three TCSs in their thematic fields. 
The information on local sessions have been collected both asking the partners to fill in 
templates, which have been refined throughout the project and are integral part of  this 
document, and during the four trainings, which were delivered parallel to the project 
transnational meetings.. 
The following table lists regeneration movers (which correspond to ReTInA partners) 
and the local areas [see TCSs for in-depth information] for which the local sessions 
have been planned and undertaken. 

class regeneration mover area 

elected local 
governments 

Municipality of Budapest 
21st District - Csepel 

the revitalisation of the Csepel Works has 
long been a priority development objective 
of the Municipality. The large brownfield 
area located in the very heart of Csepel, just 
next to Budapest’s main port, carries huge 
economic and employment potentials. 

Municipality of Iasi the area of the former incinerator is situated 
near the Saint Bassil cemetery, in the core of 
a residential settlement. The structure was 
built in 1983 and closed the year after. 
Nowadays, it is a ruin and a dump. 

Municipality of Galati As the Municipality wants to launch a mind-
changing in the way citizens perceive waste 
production, treatment and deposit, the old 
Tirighina landfill, as  well as other dumps, 
will be closed and substituted soon. At that 
time, it will become a problem, a challenge, 
an opportunity for the City.  

Province of Ferrara The area name is composed of several 
industrial sites that were developed along 
the banks of the Boicelli artificial channel, 
which connects the Ferrara historical city 
centre with the Po river. 

appendix 4 

chapter 1.3 
table pag. 20 
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Municipality of Pernik The Pernik East was an important Bulgarian 
industrial cluster in metallurgy and energy 
production. Nowadays, most of the plants 
have to be converted to less polluting 
activities and the area has to change its face. 

Municipality of Kosice Magnezitarska area is utilized very 
extensively (concrete plant, car service 
stations, a construction company, storages 
and various SMEs), but the ruins of the 
former magnesite processing plant within 
the area still influence local imagery and 
development. 

existing 
institutions 

Soprip Joint Stock 
Company 

Soprip: In the core of the town of Fidenza, 
the Municipality plan to transform Marconi 
Park in Industrial Park Ecologically Equipped 
on the basis of the Emilia-Romagna 
legislation. The park will provide an 
environmental programme so that settled 
companies switch to photovoltaic energy, 
comprehensive recycling waste service, 
energy and water saving system. 

Municipal Development 
Agency of Komotini 

The Komotini Industrial zone functions as an 
organized industrial area since 1978. Today 
belongs to ETBA Industrial Areas SA that 
operates 32 industrial areas in Greece. In 
this case the regeneration process has a 
distinctive character, since the proposed 
study focuses on an industrial zone and not 
on a former-industrial area. 

University of Maribor Cona Tezno–Business & Industry Zone 
Tezno is situated in the outskirts of the city; 
it is divided into two areas: Zone A, which is 
mainly occupied (the occupancy rate 
exceeds 90%), and Zone B, which is mainly 
available for investments. Cona Tezno is a 
traditional industrial zone and has an 
important development potential due to its 
scale and structure. 

PARTNER PRIORITIES CLUSTERING AND PHASE OBJECTIVES 
All partners and regeneration movers, once identified areas to be regenerated, defined 
indirectly the priorities to address the phase objective finalization and following 
engagement sessions. As previously clarified, processes are not ranked in “best” or 
“worst” according to their grade of  innovation; in fact most ReTInA partners 

paragraph 1.1.2 
page 9 
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processes are tentative “low-risk” gathering of  fragmented stakeholders’ interests on 
settled goals and plans in line with tradition or explicitly seeking discontinuity with the 
contextual practices. 
In the following schemes, partners are placed in four quadrants according to four 
directions: Tradition, Discontinuity, Evolution, and Risk. The specific balance of  these 
“dimensions” addresses the process approach of  each partner. 

 

figure 7 : regeneration priorities of the ReTInA partnership case studies. 

Csepel and Ferrara drafted a process with some ambitious punctual goals, although not 
so widely reorienting urbanity, including a strong positioning in discontinuity with the 
existing frame of  common practices; particularly, up to now engagement has been 
oriented towards a better coordination of  existing institutional frames. 
Kosice, Komotini, and Pernik, move in the quadrant that approaches regeneration 
mainly through physical plans, just aiming at revitalise their industrial contexts 
tradition. Iasi also approaches a physical plan of  a very punctual case study, but 
included a tentative evolution from a former urban utility to different and up-to-date 
urban services in line with the parallel transformation of  the neighbourhood. 
Fidenza and Maribor, possibly because regeneration movers are not elected 
municipalities and areas potentially expand existing pilot-cases, approach regeneration 
with comprehensive principles of  better efficiency and pragmatic sustainability, quite 
in line with settled industrial parks (evolution) and moderately risking some 
innovations. 
Galati is possibly the only case in which the vision of  a different urbanity grounds on 
the existing context. Obviously there is risk in shifting abruptly from a landfill to a 
generator of  new ecological services, research and urban communication, but exactly 
for this reason the case study had been designed as a pilot-case; if  successfully, in the 
future will possibly expand. 

paragraph 1.1.2 
figure 2 
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Partner Phase objective(s) 

Csepel 
to build an administrative, political, ownership framework allowing the start-
up of the Works regeneration process (which will be further refined during 
the engagement process) 

Iasi to define a scenario for the area, as an artistic/cultural pole of regional level 

Galati 

1. to identify a local development strategy that will rehabilitate land and 
constructions no longer in use and will remodel these areas for potential 
investors;  
2. to increase the quality of life of the city’s population,  involving important 
institutions while doing so (BSG) 

Ferrara 

North area: to define reliable and  feasible  scenarios for the area 
transformation 
South area: to define strategic development-lines in order to integrate the 
ongoing projects and identify new project ideas to improve the urban quality 

SOPRIP 

1. to develop a sustainable industrial territory; 
2. to improve the competitiveness of enterprises located in the industrial 
park through the provision and support of innovative activities 
3. to develop APEA, a place characterised by very high standards from an 
economic and ecological standpoints, as well as a workplace 

Pernik 
1. to define the strategic development lines of the city of Pernik, based on 
which it will be possible  
2. to identify the most appropriate scenario for the area transformation 

Komotini 
to identify a local development strategy capable to enhance the productive 
image of the area, re-evaluating the concept of production 

Maribor 
to identify a development strategy for the area, suitable to foster dialogue at 
the local (Maribor, Ljubljana) and transnational level 

Kosice 
to identify an economically sustainable regeneration scenario, capable to 
improve urban quality (also to neighbouring districts), sustainable mobility 
and to help developing a business and social centre 

 
 
 

paragraph 1.1.2 
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2.2 Classes of STAKEHOLDER and INTENSITY of 
engagement 

With reference to the two variable dimensions to be input within the device in order to 
turn methodology into engagement session, the following chapter analyses in detail 
stakeholder involved in the different ReTInA partners sessions. Exemplifications will 
mainly refer to processes which made materials available: Csepel, Ferrara, Galati, Iasi, 
Maribor and Pernik cases; for other cases, references are drafted on the basis of  the 
RCSs (2010). Concepts illustrated in Part 1 are thus clarified through the direct 
experience of  partners, and simple recommendation are drawn on suitable intensity of  
engagement: at the end of  each Stakeholder class paragraph, suggestions are listed 
according to three degree: fair (white), recommended (green), fundamental (blue).  

THE PUBLIC AUTHORITIES AND BUREAUS  
Public authorities accompany the regeneration process from the construction of  the 
initial framework to the operational management. They have to follow a complex 
timing to cooperate with other stakeholder, step back during others’ controversies, lead 
decisions. When public authorities are also elected governments they might engage into 
inclusive decisions and forms of  participation without delegitimizing their 
representativeness of  having long-established relationships with the area, the socio-
economic issues, and the users. 
Engagement and regeneration process do not regard the political sphere only. Activities 
may be considered extra-ordinary work by technical bureaus within local governments, 
or extra-staff  may be enrolled for some specific purpose but not integrated in ordinary 
structures. Good relationships between permanent and temporary staff  are frequently a 
crucial issue when comparing expected and realistic results. 
Public authorities’ support, from consultation to collaboration and action, determines 
the feasibility of  the process of  regeneration. Governmental practices may have 
possible regeneration backing roles or trouble-making with a scarce willing to change 
and challenge the status quo. 

BOX 7 : TYPICAL CONCERNS, illustrated through the ReTInA case studies  

Procedures and socio-economic targets may be settled nationally, but land-use 
decisions are local government’s responsibility. 

Csepel 
Csepel Works 

Csepel decided to define a proper legal framework in order to 
start revitalisation, as the process issues involve national 
Ministries, Regional Public Utilities, and local spatial 
regulation. The old regulation plan was approved in the 
1990s, and a study on environmental rehabilitation has been 
supported by the Ministry of Environment and Water in 2009, 

appendix 4.a 

paragraph 1.3 
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although not approved or implemented yet. With uncertain 
regulations and uncertain environmental issues, investors will 
not be interested in any decision process. 

The legal framework is a complex back and forth game between different 
governmental authorities and, on a different level, landowner interest. 

Csepel 
Csepel Works 

The intention to develop public infrastructure (i.e. roads) and 
improve open space standards at Csepel Work is likely to 
generate conflicts with private owners, as the municipality 
needs some form of land requisition and compensation. 

Even though municipalities are not the primary agencies charged with the 
responsibility to manage the effective re-use of  the brownfield, the pace of  its re-use 
can be materially influenced by the actions (or inactions) of  municipalities, as well as of  
other public sector agencies 

Ferrara 
Boicelli 

According to the Ferrara case study, insufficient coordination 
/co-operation between the different administrative levels 
(regional, provincial and municipal), even though a specific 
regulation instituted the ‘Planning Conference’ (law 
R.L.20/2000) to guarantee the coordination between the 
different administrative levels. Engagement through ReTInA in 
this case was essential to change perception within 
administration and councillors. 

All regeneration processes have to be consistent and harmonize with approved basic 
documents, as long-term documents cannot be change often. In fact, these documents 
are broad enough. 

Maribor 
Cona Tezno 

Maribor Municipality already settled the target of a 
TechnoPark, but other experiences were not so positive 
(University Science Park, regional and national development 
centres). Proposals for the Business and Industry Zone Tezno 
have to be approved at the Municipal level and are consistent 
with settled principles, but opposition within Public Authority 
may raise with reference to practice and should obey national 
strategy. 

National assistance and public intervention are very much needed but can only be 
justified when subsidies and/or measures to be taken will benefit the wider community 
instead of  just improving the position of  certain properties. Selection implies that 
much of  the process lies in making the tough decisions about what is most important. 

Pernik 
Pernik East 

A favourable national frame of investments should encourage 
Pernik to prioritize infrastructure and developmental goals 
identified through the first listening phase, as not all planned 
infrastructure and targets can be indifferently proposed for 
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funding and there is an already established Free Zone (PIROT) 
in partnership with Serbia. 

Technicians working at local public institutions should be a good channel to implement 
information and communication, but they are too busy in their ordinary work. 

Galati 
Tirighina 

The positive example is Galati, where the Municipality of 
Galati and the County Council established a common joint 
effort to find the programmes and the finances that will put 
into action the plans and strategies drafted within the ReTInA 
framework, for the revitalization of the Tirighina area. 

Public does not necessarily means “easy” authoritativeness. 

Iasi 
former incinerator 

The local heating company administrates the area, but the 
local City Council (elected from Iasi Municipality) is in fact the 
administrator of the public utility. Municipality entrusted a 
private firm to prepare a feasibility study within the ReTInA 
frame and the output will directly develop into the 
masterplan. Even if the brownfield is the result of short-lived 
public investments, conflict is low and collaboration high both 
at the decision-maker and technical level. 

 

suggested intensity of engagement 

information consultation participation collaboration 

THE OWNERS 
Owners identification is frequently uneasy, but necessary to propose their engagement. 
Ownership in itself  is not a convincing engagement issue, as frequently does not 
address a high-level responsibility for collective interest. The engagement of  owners is 
based on correct information first, verifying existing conditions and frames with them, 
and then outreaching and persuading them that inclusion in decisions is more 
interesting and fruitful than waiting. From the experience of  ReTInA partnership, once 
the key-owners had been identified was rather easy to integrate engagement tools with 
institutional counterparts, but the crucial phase will be the finalization of  formal 
engagement outputs and the preparation of  the Investment Programmes. 

BOX 8 : TYPICAL CONCERNS, illustrated through the ReTInA case studies  

The type of  property ownership may affect the process organisation and financing 
schemes (including permitted and/or prohibited public financing). Fluctuation is very 
high and enterprises behaviour is not predictable during the regeneration of  the area. 
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Csepel 
Csepel Works 

The numerous new owners after privatization have conflicting 
and declining interests, that the Committee of Owners 
established in the 1990s could not solve fairly. In fact the 
content of regeneration depends on them, as they have to pay 
for it. Within the ReTInA frame, the more than 300 owners are 
represented by an “Ownership Autonomy” body (most 
relevant owners), which is requested to approve the 
documents concerning the brownfield. A smaller area has 
been selected for a pilot plan to serve for the big area as a 
model and these owners formed a smaller circle BSG meeting. 
Only later an “Owners Forum” invites and informs everybody 
about the project, the pilot, and further consultation. It is 
expected owners have property valorisation, including higher 
building density, as the main interest, but only after the pilot 
case and the last event will be clear how many owners are 
interested in the area. 
The municipality owns only some of the internal public roads 
of the area and public investments will be limited. 

Prevailing opinion is that only public properties or publicly-managed properties can be 
successfully redeveloped. Revitalisation projects where the public sector maintains right 
of  veto or “the golden share” can diminish many particular problems. 

Galati 
Tirighina 
Iasi 
former incinerator 

In some cases the brownfield site is fully owned by 
municipalities due to the former function of the areas (Galati – 
solid waste landfill, Iasi – former Incineration Deposit). These 
areas are the least problematic from ownership point of view, 
but have to settle partnership based on public-owned land 
(for example: public services not-for-profit) or selling some 
land-use rights to identified regional, national or international 
companies, changing the ownership and/or tenants map. 

In case regeneration is understood as specific property development, ownership may 
lack of  legal definition. In order to tackle problems due to complex ownership issues, 
some municipalities had already set up special management companies or other 
agencies for better co-operation and management of  the industrial area. 

Ferrara 
Boicelli 
Maribor 
Cona Tezno 

In Ferrara, the industrial area which is currently underutilized 
represents a relevant amount of the whole urbanized area of 
the municipality. The city used to interface with one industrial 
subject holding a strong agglomerating power with 
subcontractors, but at present localized interests in a relevant 
specialised area hardly find a coherent decisions power to 
drive decision-making. 
Maribor BIZ Tezno is managed by Zavod Poslovno proizvodna 
cona Tezno, a privately-owned, non-profit institution 
established in 2001 to provide and maintain common 
infrastructure. Public ownership is limited, but should 
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increase to ensure more public infrastructures, eventually 
through ad hoc agreements with present private owners and 
future management. 

It is too difficult to engage a fragmented ownership with ambitious targets for 
regeneration 

Fidenza 
Marconi industrial park 

In Fidenza ownership is mixed: partially private (9 firms), 
partially owned by Soprip Development Agency and public-
owned by the Municipality. The possibility to enlarge and 
update the Industrial Park as environmentally sustainable 
industrial area gathered owners’ interests on a common task. 

A simple private ownership frame does not facilitate the direct investment in public 
services and functions. 

Komotini 
Industrial zone 

Komotini area is an industrial active area with one private 
owner that is needing potential investors and developers 
(companies, university, research centres) as well as a better 
relationship with the public administration. 

 

suggested intensity of engagement 

information consultation participation collaboration 

ECONOMIC OR NOT-FOR-PROFIT AGENTS 
Stakeholder who represent economic interests may or may not be settled already within 
the selected area, but are crucial in a productive definition of  the socio-economic 
atmosphere for regeneration. To introduce, reintroduce, or adapt profit making 
functions in brownfield regeneration may be controversial. Changes frequently raise 
oppositions, as an increased attractive/competitive area needs different employers, 
employees and skills. 
A specific issue of  engagement is how to select potential actors and how to involve 
people who may have several other experience of  engagement with limited results; 
stakeholder who are tired of  being involved may be even worse than pessimistic. 

BOX 9 : TYPICAL CONCERNS, illustrated through the ReTInA case studies  

Sites are facing the need of  reconstruction of  big-scale infrastructure (roads, utility 
networks) or remediation, and the private sector is not interested in getting involved if  
costs and timing are unpredictable. 

Csepel 
Csepel Works 

Csepel included real estate developers in the exploratory 
phase, in order to understand and eventually confirm their 
willing. (some of them already have properties) 
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Urban challenges are clear, but undefined targets confuse stakeholder. Medium-size 
towns, which are traditionally based on ancillary functions to the main urban area, 
hardly fit into expectations of  advanced urban services and elaboration of  ideas. 

Pernik 
Pernik East 
Komotini 
Industrial zone 

Pernik, on the outskirts of Sofia, differentiated a metallurgical 
specialized area and an industrial park providing ancillary 
activities, since 1989 but vacant places never reduce. 
The Industrial zone of Komotini occupies 4,332 ha, out of 
which 2,847 ha specialized in industry. The area is still 
waiting for more activities willing to settle there. 

Potential investors are invited according to desirable ideas of  regenerated areas but 
local issues are not so clearly addressed. 

Ferrara 
Boicelli 

Focus groups and interviews in Ferrara evidence that clean 
industry and production are more desirable than real-estate, 
and strong positions of the local government matters more 
than flexibility. Targeted engagement accompanied by clear 
information was more stimulating for the process and the 
stakeholder, promisingly involving technical department of 
the local University, than questionnaire distributed with 
vague objectives. 

The global crisis emphasised entrepreneurial caution and less willingness to take on the 
task of  redevelopment. Financial incentives become more important than general 
economic feasibility. 

Pernik 
Pernik East 
Iasi 
former incinerator 

Pernik surveyed stakeholder and businesses that operate 
locally, with a focus on companies in the Industrial zone 
“Steel / East”. They represent large, medium and small 
businesses with different potential (30) and stakeholder 
interested in the process of local development, such as 
municipal administration, branch associations, NGOs (15). 
Responds were received from 24 enterprises (21 companies 
located in industrial zone “Steel / East”) and 7 stakeholder, 
so it is possible to say that interest in property valorisation is 
high, but the process was expected with limited engagement 
(BSG and Masterplan were direct output). 
Iasi restricted the process to one building, although huge; 
residential profile of the site addressed at real estate and 
commercial valorisation with some services, and regional and 
national potential stakeholder were consequently tested to 
understand their propensity for local investments. 

Private agencies may abuse of  individuals proactivism because it is not clear their 
position and/or benefit in the regeneration process. 

Fidenza  
Marconi industrial park 

Fidenza revitalization project benefits from an advantageous 
cooperation of SOPRIP Development Agency and higher level 
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administration that could not have been reached by single 
firms (Ministry of Economic Development, Ministry of 
Environment, Emilia Romagna Region, and Province of Parma) 
regarding the ecological equipment of the new area 
(photovoltaic plant, water recycling, etc.). 

 

suggested intensity of engagement 

information consultation participation collaboration 

 

INTEREST GROUPS AND SETTLED USERS 
Beside the search of  potential stakeholder, engagement can filter the contribution to 
the vision building and cooperation by the community of  existing users or organised 
group who do not have a direct cash-flow in regeneration, but can contribute other 
resources and their support may become crucial. Not all stakeholder in a particular 
group or sub-group will necessarily share the same concerns or have unified opinions 
or priorities, but is important to define representatives and not individuals only for the 
purpose of  regeneration. 
As for other stakeholder, it is important to evaluate carefully what people may expect 
from engagement: it is annoying if  people do not see any effect from their efforts or 
concerns or get tired of  being involved. This level of  participation can have a positive 
impact on the final outcome of  characterisation or remediation programmes. In fact, 
although most ReTInA sites have consistent residential areas in the surroundings, 
partners’ strategies encompass mainly information and eventually consultation of  
residents. 

BOX 10 : TYPICAL CONCERNS, illustrated through the ReTInA case studies  

It is necessary to listen to all voices, as the challenge is the development of  new 
organisational methods. Residents can oppose to investments without guarantees on 
environmental safety and potential jobs. 

Iasi 
former incinerator 
Csepel 
Csepel Works 

The location is near one of the largest residential areas in Iasi, 
and settled users are mainly the residents. But previous 
considerations limit their engagement to simple information. 
Correct timing in information disclosure must be addressed. 
As for cooperation and partnership issues in Csepel Work, it 
will be necessary to enlarge the interest groups and reach a 
common ground regarding development interests. The 
inhabitants of the district, as mentioned in the other case 
studies, are considered as holding important expectations on 
job opportunities and clean environment, but their 
information is the only engagement strategy. 
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The potential environmental risk that surrounds traditional industrial area makes 
engagement of  settled users extremely critical. Meanwhile, they can support initiatives 
within a comprehensive strategy, to reach an operative mode in which associations that 
have common interests and regular resources spend for common goals. 

Ferrara 
Boicelli 

Ferrara engagement strategy is rediscovering the Boicelli 
canal through multiple initiatives, including participated 
events on-site, but is also addressing comprehensive 
knowledge about existing environmental conditions and 
remedies. Organised settled users in the surrounding area, 
including some performing art groups gave were engaged 
from information to consultation and collaboration in the 
organisation of events. Questionnaires distributes through 
associations to local residents had a respondents rate above 
35%, mainly reflecting the consolidated tradition of the 
settlement but also some isolation from the city that—in case 
of certified acceptable environment—could actually develop 
into a different relationship with open spaces. 

Settled users with local expertise are necessary for all hazardous waste site remediation, 
but it may reduce chances for innovation. 

Galati 
Tirighina 

Regarding the objective of creating a pilot park for re-
generable energy, Galati defined potential investors and 
possible universities or research centre in the field. Residents 
will be involved to develop a more responsible and 
environmentally friendly behaviour. 

 

suggested intensity of engagement 

information consultation participation collaboration 

THE GENERAL URBAN AUDIENCE:  
VALUE JUDGMENT TO LEAD PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
Regarding engagement of  larger population (i.e. the scale of  the city), knowledge of  
past experience is a valuable tool, as frequently the “strategic work” is to mobilize 
attention for a specific urban area and the capacity to influence the way that actors 
perceive or judge interventions. The capacity for making such judgements should be 
“cultivated among individuals, groups, and the wider political community involved in 
urban governance” (Healey, 2009). Such strategic initiatives also have to face the 
political challenge of  mobilising and informing “public audience” at the right time. 
More than the effect on common people, it is important for the regeneration mover to 
remember the context in which regeneration is operated. The engagement process may 
expand from the initial selected area, following locational proximity or unexpected 
convergence of  similar interests. When general urban audience reaches a gradient of  
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engagement higher than information becomes “less general” and part of  the previous 
classes of  stakeholder. 

BOX 11 : TYPICAL CONCERNS, illustrated through the ReTInA case studies  

Places need a vision for the future, but population is declining since one generation and 
ageing. However, advantages are agglomeration force for recent migration and 
technical skills that may be valuable for different functions. 

ReTInA partnership 

The population of Csepel is decreasing since 1990, and now 
figures are similar to 1980, like everywhere in the city. 
Galati declined in the years 2000s and working population 
(age 15-64) to support the constantly growing ageing 
population is shrinking. 
Municipality of Maribor in June 2009 accounted for 112,642 
inhabitants. The city has been facing decrease in population 
for over 20 years, resulting not only from administrative 
reasons (division of municipalities after 1993), but also due to 
migration to other municipalities of the region seeking 
cheaper lodging. 
Ferrara population is declining in number and ageing with 
worst figures than any other city in the region. Nevertheless, 
University attracts students from all over Italy and potentially 
some of them may decide to invest part of their young careers 
in the place, in case good opportunities are available. 
Kosice town registers positive natural population growth; in 
2008, but the migration of the population causes its 
reduction. 
Fidenza can be considered a “chief town” of a larger area 
including other 9 small towns; population grows (+3.7%) 
thanks to migration in the last ten years, which is influencing 
positively also the ageing trend. Migrants are 6.6% of the 
total population, mainly in a frame of full-employment (about 
4% unemployment rate). 
Komotini is the chief recipient of population movement from 
rural areas, its population increased by more than 20,000 
between 1961 and 2001 (29.697 in 1961 and 52.659 2001). 

 

suggested intensity of engagement 

information consultation participation collaboration 
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2.3 Creative tools for different morphologies: SAMPLE 

Frames may already be lying around in an early state of conception, or in 
debates surrounding communities of inquiry, waiting to be summoned up and 
receive explicit attention. 

Healey, 2009b 

To introduce the ReTInA tools, we draw on the domino metaphor [see Part 2 cover], 
schematizing the existing affinity between the two strategy games: 

 

A COMMON VOCABULARY: ReTInA SCENES AND SEMANTICS 

SCENES EXPLANATION 

 

Initial scene common to all processes; it has to be defined with 
reference to the specific needs/objectives 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Bar Camp
Community evaluation 
Participated site visit 
Questionnaire 
Transect walk 
World Café 

paragraph 1.4.1 
box 4 

appendix 1 
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This scene has to be scheduled when head to head meetings with 
relevant stakeholder are requested. There is a strong relationship 
between scene and tools/techniques 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Delphi method
Face-to-face meeting 
Focus group 
Forum 
Questionnaire 

 

This scene has to be scheduled when a technical problem has to be 
solved, e.g. when thematic researches and case studies analysis are 
needed 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Delphi method
Focus group 
Forum 
Workshop 

 

This scene has to be scheduled when you still have stakeholder who 
are present or want to invest into the area, in order to understand 
which their specific requests are. 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Brainstorming
Face-to-face meeting 
Forum  
Goal-Oriented Project Planning 
Participated site visit 
Questionnaire 
Transect walk 

 

This scene has to be scheduled when different scenarios of 
transformation have to be imagined 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Bar Camp
Brainstorming 
European Awareness Scenario Workshop 
Forum 
Goal-Oriented Project Planning 
Group Expo 
OPERA 
Open Space Technology 
Planning for real 
World Café 

 

This scene can be scheduled when a scenario has to/must be chosen 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Community evaluation 
Forum 
Suggestion box 
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To schedule this scene, it is important to have a well-defined scenario 
of transformation; in fact the scene is aimed at designing the physical 
conversion 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Laboratory of participatory design
Participated site visit 
Planning for Real 
Transect walk 
Workshop 

 

This scene is aimed at actions of awareness and social cohesion.  
It has to be scheduled when it is important to involve a very large 
number of persons (in particular citizens) 

 
suggested 
techniques 

Brainstorming
Community evaluation 
Group Expo 
Participated site visit 
Open Space Technology 
Questionnaire 
Suggestion box 
World Café 

 

Formal or informal step aimed at engaging decision makers and 
institutional bodies to take responsibility. It can be scheduled during 
or at the end of the specific process 

 

Formal or informal step aimed at engaging in responsibility the 
stakeholder involved into the process. Usually this scene is scheduled 
at the end of the process 

To connect scenes and thus plan session, the following semantics has been identified: 

SEMANTICS 

 
ARROW one scene follows the other 

 
DOUBLE ARROW interactive relation between two scenes 

 
TRIANGLE the previous scene is mandatory to pass to next one 

 

paragraph 1.4.1 
box 5 
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SAMPLE: SESSIONS IN PRACTICE 
The possibility to engage stakeholder on the construction of  a shared vision 
challenging common practices, knowledge, and norms, make Galati the ideal exemplary 
case to illustrate how the methodological device applied to session planning unfolds 
into practice. This chapter had been prepared before the conclusion of  ReTInA, on the 
basis of  materials prepared by Galati Operative Group by December 2011; therefore it 
is impossible to enumerate precisely the formal result of  engagement that the process 
will have by the end of  ReTInA. Further, data on stakeholders won’t be reported since 
they are sensitive information and template 4.a doesn’t need clarifying sample. 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT SESSION 
Regeneration mover: Municipality of Galati 

Municipality: Galati 

Name of the area/compound: number of contaminated and abandoned sites, 
remains of the heavy industry activities that represent a significant risk for the 
environment and people health  

Regeneration process priority: VISIONS (discontinuity/risk) 

Phase objectives:  1. to identify a development strategy that will rehabilitate 
land and constructions no longer in use and will remodel 
these areas for potential investors;  
2. to increase the citizens quality of life, involving important 
institutions while doing so (BSG). 

Session goal(s): 

1. identification of the most suitable contaminated and abandoned site to under-
take the overall regeneration programme;  
2. definition of a plan to renew the chosen area.  

categories involved categories’ interests 

unions and associations All social institutions—including labour unions, 
universities, business and others— have a responsibility to 
build healthy and sustainable communities (empowerment 
principles). 

landowners and tenants Landowners seek more efficient redevelopment process to 
save costs and generate income. Landowners indirectly 
benefit from regeneration activities in the surrounding 
(other projects improve the quality of urban life and the 
profile of the urban quarters and as a result, trigger off 
rising land values). They generally support processes of 
structural change. 

appendix 4.b 
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developers and investors Developers tend to have a narrow perception of the 
benefits of brownfield redevelopment, as they focus solely 
on their own financial interests and are averse to taking 
part in inherent risks of regeneration. 
Developers who contribute to a better society and a cleaner 
environment can target their economic support towards 
projects designed for sustainable outcomes. 

public officers Public officers use their professional skills to assist 
communities to respond to social, economic environ-
mental and cultural challenges. 

decision makers Policy makers can incorporate bottom-up guidance in their 
regeneration planning to drive more sustainable 
redevelopment schemes. They are interested in: 
 updating land use functions to regional socio-economic 

need; 
 integrating urban reuse of brownfield sites; 
 preventing adverse impacts on development potential; 
 achieving high urban design quality; 

generating and safeguarding employment. 

 

LOCATION Municipality of Galati and Conference room at the Software Park

TIMING November 2008 – December 2011
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[designed] SESSION | scheme scene by scene 

n. SCENE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES WHO TECHNIQUES  TECHNICAL SUPPORT REQUIRED 

0 
 

To identify potential overlapping between local needs 
and ReTInA aim and outcomes. 

To present ReTInA to the Local City Council and 
to obtain their approval. 

decision makers Face-to-face meetings 
Forum  

Not needed 

     

1 
 

To collect information from relevant local sources to: 
 identify the candidates for the BSG; 

 define the areas among which the project case study 
will be selected. 

unions and associations 
landowners and tenants  
public officers 
decision makers 

Interviews  
Questionnaires 
Traditional seminars 
 

Not needed 

 
    

2 
 

To define the criteria for the area selection. 

To elaborate possible strategies for the project (mainly 
regarding environmental issues). 

unions and associations 
landowners and tenants 
public officers 
decision makers 

Focus group  Expert on remediation topic 

 
    

3 
 

To make different visions emerge, in order to focus on 
the most relevant questions and to identify an urban 
strategic framework. 

unions and associations 
landowners and tenants 
public officers 
decision makers 

Brainstorming 
Traditional seminar Not needed 

 
    

4 
 

To define a specific vision for the Tirighina Area, 
coherent with the strategic urban framework. 

To make the BSG members agree on the future 
destination of the site. 

unions and associations 
landowners and tenants 
public officers 
decision makers 

Forum  Not needed 
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5 
 

To present the possible solutions for the revitalized area 
to the investors. 

To encourage and attract investors in the Tirighina area. 

unions and associations 
landowners and tenants 
public officers 
decision makers 
developers and investors 

Conference Not needed 

 
    

6 
 

To make the BSG members investigate possible 
financing sources for a feasibility study 

unions and associations 
landowners and tenants 
public officers 
decision makers 

Round table Not needed 
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SCENE1.ACTION1 
Regeneration mover: Municipality of Galati 

Municipality: Galati 

Name of the area/compound: a number of contaminated and abandoned sites, remains 
of the heavy industry activities that represent a significant risk for the environment and 
people health  

Session goals:  
1. identification of the most suitable contaminated and abandoned site to under-take the 

overall regeneration programme;  
2. definition of a plan to renew the chosen area. 

Scene specific goals: to collect information from relevant local sources to: 
 identify the candidates for the BSG; 
 define the areas among which the project case study will be selected. 

 

DATE June – December 2009

LOCATION Different places

Regeneration mover REPRESENTATIVE ReTInA Operative Group

 
EXPECTED RESULTS 

Compiling a list of candidate areas for revitalization.  
Identifying potential interested groups. 
 Identifying local and regional priorities regarding revitalization actions. 
 Identifying related strategies and projects at local, regional and national level. 

TECHNIQUE CHOSEN TO MANAGE THE ACTION

Interviews and questionnaires 

MATERIALS/DOCUMENTS PREPARED FOR THE ACTION REALIZATION

Formal request for information sent by the Operative Group to potential stakeholder 
containing a brief description of the ReTInA  aims and actions 

STAKEHOLDER LIST (those present) 

interested structures and authorities in charge of revitalization plans and strategies. 
Owners of some of the most relevant contaminated and abandoned sites. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION DEVELOPMENT (max. 2000 characters)

Establishing potential direction for collaboration and partnership with different private 
and governmental institutions and structures. Selecting candidate areas for revitalization. 

ACTION RESULTS (max. 1000 characters) 

The initial group of interest was identified; first contacts were made.  A draft map of 
candidate areas for revitalization was sketched. 

appendix 4.d 
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BRIEF ANALYSIS ON THE ACTION EFFECTIVENESS (max. 2000 characters)

The information collected in the Needs Analysis made up the main body of information 
which was later expanded and improved on in order to complete the RCS. The majority 
of the contacted entities became candidate for forming the BSG. 

[... reporting/monitoring of intermediate actions ...] 

SCENE2.ACTION2 
Regeneration mover: Municipality of Galati 

Municipality: Galati 

Name of the area/compound: number of contaminated and abandoned sites, remains of 
the heavy industry activities that represents a significant risk for the environment and 
people health  

Session goals:  
1. identification of the most suitable contaminated and abandoned site to under-take the 
overall regeneration programme;  
2. definition of a plan to renew the chosen area. 

Scene specific goals: 
  to define the criteria for the area selection; 
 to elaborate possible strategies for the project (mainly regarding environmental 

issues). 

DATE 12th May 2010

LOCATION Conference Room at the Software Park

Regeneration mover REPRESENTATIVE ReTInA Operative Group

EXPERTS Paul  Savin (KONSENT)
Director  

Lucian Georgescu (KONSENT) 
Environmental reconstruction expert 

Cătălina Iticescu (KONSENT) 
Environmental reconstruction expert 

Irina Beschieriu (KONSENT) 
Legal Aid  

 
EXPECTED RESULTS 

Officially forming the BSG and documenting their input.  
Presenting the external experts’ strategy for the project. 

TECHNIQUE CHOSEN TO MANAGE THE ACTION

Brainstorming  
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MATERIALS/DOCUMENTS PREPARED FOR THE ACTION REALIZATION

PowerPoint Presentations  
Communication materials (folders, brochures, banner, stander, flyers) 
BSG Partnership Agreement 

STAKEHOLDER LIST 

Stakeholder name have been listed 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION DEVELOPMENT (max. 2000 characters)

All the members of the Operative Group and the external experts were presented to the 
stakeholder and each of them sustained a presentation concerning their specific role 
and responsibilities within the project. The presentations were as follows:  

- Costel Hanta – programme coordinator  

- Paula Buhosu – project manager  

- Ramona Statache – financial manager  

- Irina Isac – communication manager  

- Paul Savin – KONSENT General Director (representing the team of external experts)  

- Lucian Georgescu – external expert on land revitalization and reconstruction   

- Constantin Caraman – representative of the GALATI SME’s PATRONAGE 

Relevant data already collected was presented to the audience and based on this the 
stakeholder participated in an informed debate and brainstorming session with the 
purpose of confirming the choice of revitalization area and of providing additional data 
for finalizing the RCS.    

ACTION RESULTS (max. 1000 characters) 

First common work meeting of the external technical experts and the BSG members. The 
full justification (environmental, technical, social and economic) of the choice in 
revitalization area was made. 

BRIEF ANALYSIS ON THE ACTION EFFECTIVENESS (max. 2000 characters)

The meeting concluded in the final choice for revitalization area and in the closing of the 
data gathering action for the RCS in Galati area. 
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ENGAGEMENT SESSION IN A NUTSHELL 

BACKING  STEPS 

1 
SCOPE PROCESS PRIORITY AND DETERMINE PHASE OBJECTIVE(S) 

2 
SET UP THE OPERATIVE GROUP (composed of mover representatives, 
institutional figures and cross-disciplinary external experts)  

 3 
FILL IN  STAKEHOLDER MAPPING TABLE  

... NOW IT IS POSSIBLE TO PLAN AND REALIZE THE ENGAGEMENT SESSION 
(using game for planning and templates for implementation) 

FORAY  STEPS 

1 
PLAY THE ReTInA URBAN STRATEGY GAME AND PLAN YOUR OWN SESSION  

2 
MONITOR STAKEHOLDER REACTIONS AND UPDATE THE CONCERNING TABLE 
Remember! Engagement structure is flexible. Through time [with reference to 
the planned estimation] changes in stakeholder list, intensity of involvement 
and inclusive techniques may be required. 

 3 
MONITOR ACTIONS EXPECTED RESULTS 
Remember! Actions may require flexible adjustment within the planned session, 
while this unfolds.  

 



 

 

APPENDIXES 

1. TSE Keywords 

2. Case studies.  
Selection of inspiring practices on brownfield revitalization methods 

Belfast 
Maastricht 
Malmö 
Nottingham 
Venice-Gateway 
Zürich  

3. Case studies.  
Selection of practices to overcome tricky impasses 

Detroit 
Rubaix 
Icons of rejuvenation 

4. Templates:  

4.a stakeholder mapping and monitoring 
in the same excel file, two sheets are created: one for stakeholder mapping, one 
for stakeholder monitoring.  

4.b engagement session 
see Galati sample. 

4.c actions summary 
this template had been added at the end of  TSE work to meet organisational 
needs evidenced in local engagement sessions 

4.d actions monitoring and evaluation 
see Galati sample. 

5. References:  

Bibliography 
Web references 
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1. TSE Keywords 

Methodology 
Theoretical basis (set of  principles) necessary to define sessions1 and identify techniques to 
be used in stakeholder engagement.  

Session 
Methodology implementation, based upon goals, stakeholder mapping and pursued degree of  
stakeholder engagement. Each session is described through a sequence of  scenes. 

Scenes 
Frames describing the “game” chosen to achieve given intermediate objectives. Each 
session is made of  a sequence of  scenes. Each scene is composed of  one or more actions.  

Action 
Each action might provide the right time to completely carry out some important tasks, 
without discouraging the stakeholder participative interest in the session. Extra-time 
between the different actions is needed to complete a stakeholder review of  collected 
data and materials, and post-meeting memos drafting. An action calls for the time of  
participants (with reference to their normal work, childcare, harvest time, safety, 
religious festival). It cannot last too many hours and cannot end without the idea that 
another step towards concrete results was done. For this reason is crucial the support 
of  professional facilitators.  

Feedback 
Key action that consists in verifying the achieved results of  a given scene, in order to 
activate the subsequent scene based on the sharing of  the intermediate results. 
Feedback can be foreseen within several scenes of  the session.  

Techniques 
A number of  activities and working methods, carried out to get results within 
engagement sessions.  

Stakeholder mapping  
Identification of  actors and organizations that, because of  their position/status/ 
profession have a direct or indirect interest in the area to be revitalized. Actors are 
divided into categories showing the ones that can be more influential or have more 
political/economic/social power to determine the outcomes of  the session.  

Stakeholder selection 
Stakeholder selection includes all actors and organizations to be involved or taken into 
account in the whole session. In stakeholder selection, the name of  the contact person to 
be invited for each organization has to be shown.  
Different stakeholder can be involved in different ways and at various levels of  intensity, 

                                                            
1 the words written in italic are explained within this Appendix. 
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depending on the scene and the intermediate goals pursued.  

BSG Operative Group 
It is the group of  technician and professionals, from different disciplines, that defines 
the regeneration process phase and plans the engagement session (stakeholder mapping and 
selection; identification of  scenes and techniques), manages the set-up of  the BSG and plays 
a coordination role in the session. It works closely to the BSG to reach the specific 
objectives of  each scene (intermediate objectives) and to reach the goal of  brownfield 
revitalization. The BSG Operative Group includes competencies in Economics (TF1), 
Sociology (TF3), Planning (TF2), Marketing and Communication (WP2), and 
Stakeholder Engagement (WP4).  
When required, members of  the BSG Operative Group can directly manage individual 
meeting/action. 

Facilitators or Stakeholder Engagement experts 
Facilitators have preparation and experience in engaging stakeholder. Their task is to aid 
the relationships among different stakeholder involved in the session. Facilitators design 
the overall session, identify the scenes, the techniques, together with the whole BSG Operative 
Group, foreseeing a feedback of  BSG decisions.  
Facilitators can directly manage individual meeting/action. Within actions, their 
facilitators’ role is to manage discussions, take care of  timing and agenda, orient 
towards getting results. Based on the chosen techniques, facilitators will play more of  an 
animator or mediator/negotiator role.  

Logistics  
Where does the engagement take place? The participants need confidence in the venue 
in which they meet (comfortable, accessible, neutral). It is important to have enough 
room for planned activities and breaks, with good acoustics and lighting. The plan of  
the seating arrangements can support goals finalization (e.g. semi-circular or round 
formats for discussions rather than podium and audience, tables or flip-charts for 
writing on). Food, lodging and transportation may also be provided, as necessary.  

BSG/Local/Stakeholder Communication Plan 
In order to make the session as straightforward and effective as possible, it is necessary 
to prepare an adequate communication plan, strictly tied to the different session scenes.  
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2. Case studies. Selection of inspiring 
practices on brownfield revitalization methods 

FOREWORD 
These six selected case studies provide comparisons and suggestions to understand 
stakeholder engagement in urban regeneration processes. The goal is to reinforce the 
idea that there is no single approach which can be used in every single case, while a 
variety of  cultural, social and economic contexts exist: each regeneration approach has 
to be coherent with the peculiarities of  place and intervention. For this reason every 
case study has been identified through an “engagement milestone”. Belfast shows the 
important empowering of  local population to spread the benefits of  the intervention. 
Maastricht is significant because of  the tough schedule, respected thanks to effective 
collaboration among stakeholder. In Malmö, an articulated marketing strategy, which 
intertwined a major event and brownfield rehabilitation, is the key issue. Nottingham is 
important because of  the synergies that have been created between the actors involved, 
at different scales. The Venice Gateway enhanced a new concept of  industry and 
revolutionised the image of  Marghera’s industries. Zürich striking feature is the variety 
of  the stakeholder involved, representing assorted instances.  

BELFAST | Gasworks         milestone: EMPOWERMENT 

CONTEXT 
The Gasworks site (11 hectare) is located close to the Belfast City Centre and backing 
onto the river Lagan. For over 150 years it was the central power source for the rapid 
economic growth of Belfast. Coal gas created on the site powered the city’s street lights 
and the huge number of factories that were central to the city’s economic success at the 
time. By the 1960s, production had declined and the site stopped gas production in 
1985. At that point, the land was heavily contaminated and unsuitable for most uses. In 
1994, the land was purchased by Belfast City Council (BCC) in co-operation with the 
government and the Laganside Corporation. The Council, with EU funding, undertook 
major site clearance and infrastructure works. The redevelopment won the 1998 RICS 
(Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors) Award for Reclamation.  

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Belfast City Council 
Laganside Development Cooperation 
Local communities 
Environmental Advisory Agency 
Private sector developers  
Tenants 
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HOW In the early 1990s sectarian tensions were high. Since the site was close to 
the three communities of Donegall Pass, the Markets and lower Ormeau, it 
had not to be perceived as being either nationalist or loyalist. That is why 
com-munity involvement on its renewal had been taking place since 1989.  
Around 1992, the BCC and the Laganside Development Cooperation 
(whose partnership was signed through a legal formal agreement) prepared a 
masterplan to address the broad objectives of economic, development and 
community benefit, providing a reliable framework for the developers.  
At this point, the role of the BCC moved to that of coordinator of the 
process, whose management was achieved by establishing several groups:  

 Gasworks Steering Group –oversaw management and master planning; 

 The Gasworks Trust – established to allow the interests of  local 
communities to be considered within the planning process, includes 
one representatives of the three local communities each and advises the 
Steering Group on community interests and impacts. It met on a monthly 
basis for over 8 years permitting a constant update of  project progress;  

 Gasworks Design Team –co-ordinated the design processes; 

 Gasworks Developers Group –co-ordinated the interests of the BCC and 
each of the appointed developers in order to achieve cohesive, efficient 
and effective development of the site. 

As the process moved to the physical implementation, partnership arrange-
ments have been established with local communities, private developers and 
other public sector agencies. Though job was the overriding concern for 
local communities, the programme was planned to create employment 
opportunities for inhabitants also during the construction phase.  
The BCC offered the private sector to develop smaller plots; for each one a 
bid had to be presented. Submissions were assessed considering economic, 
social and environmental issues. At the procedure closing, six developers 
had been appointed. The control of the overall management rested with the 
Development Committee of Belfast City Council and the BCC approvals were 
required for each process step. Laganside Corporation continued to work 
closely with Belfast City Council through the Gasworks Steering Group. 

PROJECT 
The public project includes a leisure area with artwork and sculpture on a water body in 
which mussel beds filter clean water from the river. Fully open to the public, the park 
offers access from the city centre and onwards to the Lagan valley Regional Park. The 
architectural projects combine new hi-tech buildings with restored heritage (the Gas 
Office and Clock tower, the Meter House and the Klondyke building). The park hosts 
many enterprises including a hotel, a Call Centre, shops, small enterprise workshops, 
own-door offices, purpose-built business units. Today, some 2.500 people work there. 
The Gaswork complex has been developed over a period of  ten years. 
The BCC, as landowner, receives a rate of  return from each tenant. In addition, 
developers and tenants pay an annual contribution for the maintenance of  the common 
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infrastructure and facilities. Recent assessments of  the Gasworks performance show 
that the BCC investment has been more than recovered. The surplus was invested into 
local projects. In 2004 the BCC purchased the North Foreshore land to create the 
Giant’s Park, for whose development planning the Gasworks lessons were applied. 

milestone | EMPOWERMENT 
Belfast GEMS (Gasworks Employment Matching Service) was set up, with public funds, 
in the late 1990s to work with the unemployed in communities in the south of  the city 
to make sure that their skills could match the needs of  employers (particularly, at that 
time, those in the Gasworks). It worked to: tackle high levels of unemployment; assist 
long-term unemployed local residents in accessing work; secure employment and 
provide training; ensure that local communities benefit from development; co-ordinate 
network of employment related services. 
The creation of  local employment opportunities and the potential to address other 
physical and economic ameliorations were positive drivers to gain communities’ 
support and reduce vandalism. 

MAASTRICHT | Céramique            milestone: TIMING 
CONTEXT 
Maastricht is a Dutch municipality located on the banks of the Maas river and relatively 
marginal in the infrastructure network and within the national economic growth. On 
the other hand, the city, with its well preserved historical centre, belongs to the Meuse-
Rhine Euroregion (like Aachen in Germany and Liège in Belgium), one of the most 
important European “tourist district”.  
The Céramique site (about 22 hectares) lies on the eastern bank of the Maas, in front of 
the historical centre, on the former industrial site of the Royal Sphinx ceramics factory. 
After the factory has been demolished, the Municipality understood that the occasion 
to transform this huge empty space could give the opportunity to connect the river 
banks and the city centre with the outskirts grown around the brownfield area. 

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Municipality of Maastricht 
ABP - Algemeen burgerlijk pensioenfonds (private pension fund) 
Architect Joe Coenen 

HOW The process started in August 1987, when Jo Coenen had the commission 
to redesign the Céramique site. The plan had to be presented by the end of 
that same year, a mega operation (mainly for the tight schedule) whose 
success was due to the fact that, through the intercession of the Urban 
Development and Land department director and a councillor, Coenen was 
able to approach and steer all the local government departments involved 
and to maintain a direct contact with project developer (ABP).  
The relationship between the Municipality and ABP has been managed 
through the creation of a Public-Private Corporation, which got a public 
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funding by the VROM Department (Housing, Planning and Environment). 
This funding has allowed the Corporation to acquire the Céramique area.  
The whole process has been managed by Jo Coenen, whose constant 
direction has guaranteed a solid urban coherence, while the involvement of 
several international architects has determined interesting architectural 
languages diversity. Indeed, the agreement between Municipality and ABP 
established that the land use planning would be conformed to the private 
sector demands (so as to suitably respond to the market requirements) and 
provided that, contextually with the Céramique urban renewal, other 
revitalization programmes would not be undertaken by the Municipality (the 
developer wanted to avoid a dangerous and undesired competition).  
To facilitate the dialogue amongst the different actors involved, from the 
beginning a model (scale 1:200) has been set up in a room of the Council 
Palace. Different colours described the projects’ work in progress. 
Architects, developers, builders and administrators confronted each other 
around the model. Also citizens have been involved, in order to listen the 
local opinion and build confidence. 

PROJECT 
The urban redevelopment plan, which Jo Coenen delivered to the Municipality in due 
time, is based on three main principles:  
Expansion: Céramique is an expansion of the core of the city. 
Reconciliation: Céramique fits smoothly into the existing city districts. 
Connection: a link is created between the old and the new centre: a pedestrian bridge 
over the Maas (the Hoeg Brögk, designed by René Greisch and opened in 2003). 
Special attention has been given to the conservation of some historical buildings and 
signs: the ancient wall remains; the Wiebengahal, a shed preserved as a symbol of the 
Maastricht industrial past and the Bordenhal, where the ceramics painting took place, 
now home to the Derlon Theatre. 
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The main structure of the plan consists of the Avenue Céramique, which connects the 
North and the South Nodes and along which a functional mix has been introduced 
(housing, shops, tertiary, cultural activities, public services). All other streets are at right 
angles to it. The north node’s core is the square Plein 1992, which acts as the entrance 
point to Céramique and is bordered by important buildings: the Centre Céramique (by 
Jo Coenen; functions: library, town hall, exhibition rooms, City Archives, the European 
Journalists Centre); the Bordenhal; the apartment complex by Aurelio Galfetti. 
Adjacent to water is a pedestrian parking zone, without commercial functions.  
By 2005 many other buildings have arisen: the NAI Wiebengahal (by Henket & 
partners); the Bonnefanten Museum (by Aldo Rossi); the Stoa (by Luigi Snozzi), an 
housing block overlooking the Maas; the Tower of Alvaro Siza; the Fortezza Offices 
and Housing (by Mario Botta); the Maas Bank Apartments (by Jo Coenen); the Piazza 
Céramique (by Jo Janssen Architecten, Wim van den Bergh). Other renowned 
architects have been entrusted to plan other buildings. 

milestone | TIMING 
The constant cooperation amongst the Municipality, ABP and Jo Coenen has enabled 
the Administration to complete the urban transformation on time: by the end of 1987 
the masterplan was planned; by the end of 2005 all the projects were realized. At the 
same time, an intensive communication activity, together with the high quality projects, 
has persuaded citizens that the regeneration was an opportunity for the whole city: also 
sceptics, at the end, approved the Municipality initiative. At present, owing to this 
success, a similar regeneration programme is ongoing. 

MALMÖ | Bo01 City of Tomorrow           milestone: MARKETING 
CONTEXT 
When the bridge between Malmö (Sweden) and Copenhagen (Denmark) was opened in 
2000, a new regional market was generated. This created the opportunity to renew an old 
industrial harbour district, named Västra Hamnen. The first stage of its transformation 
into a new city district was included in “Bo01 City of Tomorrow” (European Housing 
Exhibition which took place in Malmö in 2001). The exhibition site was unique, within 
walking distance of both the centre and the nearby 3 km stretch of park and beach.  

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Svensk Bomässa (Swedish Housing Fair)  and Bo01 AB 
Swedish government 
City of Malmö  
17 developers: E.ON Sverige AB, Telia (telephone company), HSB 
(cooperative association for housing) and SBAB (state-owned company 
offering home loans) and others. 
Reference group (300 non-professionals citizens) 
Arch. Klas Tham (Principal Exhibition Architect of Bo01 ) & others  
European Union 
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HOW Bo01 was organized by a non-profit company, Svensk Bomässa, which is 
owned jointly by the State, the Association of Municipalities, the Associa-
tion of Municipal Housing Foundations and a number of cities, including 
Malmö. The company worked at this project through a subsidiary company, 
Bo01 AB, a non-profit organization formed in 1997 by the Housing 
Minister to stimulate debate on housing, architecture and technology. 
Primary investors in Bo01 were the State, the City of Malmö and Sydkraft. 
Bo01 was also supported by the EU. The early funding came for land 
reclamation and the development of a sustainable energy system within 
Bo01. Also the City of Stockholm was involved, to organize competitions 
among manufacturers to identify the most appropriate technologies. The 
more than 30 different Bo01 property developers and builders were 
encouraged to use these technologies and to work with renowned architects 
to ensure a high quality in Bo01’s built environment.  
The comprehensive plan for the area was proposed by the Malmö City 
Planning Office in 1998. Since the very beginning of the planning process, 
there has been a close collaboration among the City of Malmö, developers 
and Bo01 AB. They met regularly once a month (1996-2001) to discuss all 
aspects of the project. A detailed quality programme, giving standards for a 
wide range of aspects, from maximum allowed energy usage to room 
heights and green-surface factors, was agreed between the parties. Also, 
since the beginning, a reference group of some 300 interested local people 
was continuously informed and consulted about the project development. 

PROJECT 
The “Bo01 City of Tomorrow” event consisted of two different sections: the perma-
nent exhibition and the temporary one, where the overall theme was discussed in a 
more visionary form with the help of art, architecture, landscaping, design, etc. 
The permanent section mixed workplaces, commercial and social services, and some 
350 homes, 15 of which made part of the European Village. The masterplan guaranteed 
comprehensibility and order. Building height varies from one to six storeys (a 186 m 
housing tower makes an exception).  
The European Village is located next to the canal in the northernmost part of the area. 
The Swedish government invited all EU countries to build one or more houses for the 
exhibition; nine of them have participated. The buildings reflect national traits and have 
been constructed using the methods and materials normally used in the countries from 
which they originate. The houses were sold after the exhibition. 

milestone | MARKETING 

The permanent section of  Bo01 aimed to show that a polluted industrial desert can be 
turned into a vital place. The high-class architecture and engineering provide value-
added. The goal was reached thanks to the role of  internationally renowned architects, 
designers, artists and technicians: this international approach generated a strong interest 
in the other European countries involved. Indeed the site was the first testing ground 
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for a wider application of  the European Construction Products Directive. The Swedish 
Government wanted to speed up the introduction of  the Directive and to create 
conditions for a stronger common European market in building sector. This open-
minded approach guaranteed a strong promotion of  this project. Now the Västra 
Hamnen district is recognized as a world leader in sustainable development and serves 
as a demonstration project for similar efforts around the world.  

NOTTINGHAM | Jubilee Campus               milestone: SINERGY 

CONTEXT 
Since the 1980s several English cities, included Nottingham, have faced a hard crisis 
owing to the productive system change. The Government decided to undertake a 
cooperative process to define a comprehensive strategy in order to avoid a dangerous 
internal competition. In this framework, University being interested in investing to 
transform the former bicycle factory site in Nottingham, it was decided to turn the 
brownfield into an academic park for 2.500 students (the Jubilee Campus). 

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Core Cities Group 
Nottingham City Council 
Nottingham University 
Michael Hopkins & Partners (architects) 
European Union 

HOW The Core Cities Group is a network of England’s major regional cities: 
Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham 
and Sheffield. The Core Cities work in partnership to enable each City to 
enhance its economic performance, increasing comparative standing and 
securing positive identities as place to live, work, visit and do business. The 
Group is cross-party collaboration, a self-selected and self funded group. 
In 1996 Nottingham City Council called for an architectural competition 
for the Jubilee Campus: Hopkins Architects won. In 1998 the realization 
phase started and it concluded in 1999. To reduce the pressure on the bud-
get, an application was made to the EU: a Thermie grant was made available 
for the development of the zero CO2 ventilation system. The aim of the 
new campus is to be a model of sustainable development for the Region. 
Additional investment was completed in 2004 with a second building for 
Nottingham University Business School.  

PROJECT 
The Jubilee Campus was opened by Her Majesty the Queen in 1999. It houses the 
Schools of  Education, Computer Science and Information Technology, the Nottingham 
University Business School and the National College for School Leadership. It pioneers 
an innovative combination of  mechanical and wind-driven ventilation, as well as a wide 
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range of  other green strategies. The landscaping is an intrinsic part of  the system: it 
filters and cools the air; extends onto the roofs to improve insulation; purifies raining 
water. The buildings cost $900 per square foot: this proves that sustainable architecture 
costs no more than conventional one, yet will save long-term operational costs. The 
campus environmental-friendly nature has been a big factor in the many awards that it 
has received (among others the Millennium Marque Award for Environmental 
Excellence and the Energy Globe Award). 

milestone | SINERGY 

The most peculiar aspect regards the willing of  English Government to create a 
network for cities co-operation. To deliver their shared agenda of  economic growth, 
The Core Cities share an economic growth agenda, including necessary local financial 
control and ability to plan and set coordinated investment priorities across administra-
tive boundaries and over longer periods. This has enabled both the Core Cities and the 
city regions to grow. The Group works directly with Government, its agencies and other 
partners, using the collective experience of  the Cities to help shape future policy and 
practice. 

VENICE | VEGA – VEnice GAteway          milestone: INNOVATION 

CONTEXT 
Marghera was one of the largest industrial areas in Europe (over 2.000 hectares and 
about 33.000 employees in 1965—22.000 in heavy industry) and it still is an important 
industrial harbour in front of the Venice waterfront. Main Italian private and public 
enterprises, as well as multinationals, have been located here. A strong industrial 
restructuring started in the 1990s: several plants closed, others have been converted to 
less polluting activities and some are still producing. In 1998 the site entered in the top 
14 national sites of high potential environmental risk, thus catalysing national and 
European funds for land clearance and socio-economic restructuring. 
VeGa, the Venice Gateway for Science and Technology, can be considered the symbol 
of the regeneration of Marghera industrial area. It is the first effective transformation in 
Italy to bridge universities, research centres and production. The regeneration proposes 
a high-tech town within an ideal urban environment (instead of the enclosed factories 
compound), with spaces for culture, entertainment, studios, advanced training facilities, 
a science museum and congress centre. The VeGa development is divided into four 
adjacent areas and covers a total area of 35 hectares. 

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Consortium Venezia Ricerche 
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice 
IUAV 
Municipality of Venice 
30 Banks and private companies 
European Union 
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HOW The idea to have a Science and Technology Park in the Marghera industrial 
area dates back to the 1990s. A feasibility study was carried out in 1993 by 
Consortium Venezia Ricerche. In the same year, VeGa was established as a 
limited company run as a non-profit organization, with 34 partners, inclu-
ding the two Universities of Venice, banks and private companies. Over 
60% of company stocks are public owned (mainly Municipality of Venice). 
The core of VeGa was defined as Venice’s gateway to innovation and 
research with three main objectives: developing activities that generate inno-
vation; transferring new technology to promote regional entrepreneurship; 
generating employment opportunities for qualified people.  
When the EU listed the area in “objective 2”, the Park had investments to 
start works and the regeneration was divided in the four phases of VeGa 1: 

1. 1993-1995 [1,5 hectares]. A renewed 1930s building was the first VeGa’s 
building; it houses service companies and research laboratories. 

2. 1994-1996 [4 hectares]. Buildings renewal and new constructions house 
specialised firms in Information Technology, training and research. An 
industrial archaeology warehouse is a centre for fairs and exhibitions. 

3. 1997-1999 [1,7 hectares]: new building for specialized firms was fini-
shed, open spaces were improved, and VeGa IT system was upgraded. 

4. 2000-2004 [4 hectares]: Guaraldo company, the main private investor, 
set up the company “Nova Marghera srl” with VeGa to manage the 
project development. This area house company headquarters. 

The 34% of the companies inside the Park are VeGa start-up firms. The 
settling is disciplined by a three-year supply contract for equipped areas and 
buildings from 50 square meters up, with the possibility of withdrawal after 
one year. To join VeGa Park, applicant company portfolio is examined by 
the Park Board, that judges the potential integration of the company to 
others and values its specialisation in comparison with VeGa ones. 

PROJECT 
The Park focuses on 4 main fields: Biotechnology and Nanotechnology, ICT, VeGa-
beniculturali (enterprises, laboratories and research facilities providing technologies and 
services for archaeology, restoration, conservation, and use of cultural heritage) and 
VeGa-environment (enterprises, laboratories and research facilities providing environ-
mental technologies for land remediation and redevelopment). 

Vega 1 counts over 200 companies, 15 research laboratories, 3 university centres, a con-
gress centre, green areas and parking facilities. More than 2.000 employees (mainly 
specialized) work there. The new urban compound is provided with a private road sys-
tem, and elevated pathways. The Business District is completed with the Music City 
Mall, a culture production place, with retail, entertainment and leisure facilities. 

Furthermore, the Park and the process are a kind of attraction, either for specialized or 
generic interests: high school and University students are welcome and guided tours are 
organised to discover these places.  
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milestone | INNOVATION 

The past industrial development and pollution qualifies the Park as a specialized one in 
environment remediation and heritage preservation. VeGa’s main effort to enhance a 
new concept of  industry in Marghera has as first achievement the environmental rege-
neration of  its own land. Thus the expertise in site remediation is a main content of  the 
clusters VeGa-Environment and VeGa-Beniculturali. The park produces innovation, 
measured in patents numbers, but –and most important in the present urban balance– 
it is valorising and qualifying the city too, also attracting new real estate interests. 
The Park performs a prestige function and firms accept to pay a “rental premium” to 
be there. In VeGa it is found that adequate institutional trust and cooperation pay back 
with projects that are integrated and embedded with communities’ background.  

ZÜRICH | Zürich West          milestone: INVOLVEMENT 

CONTEXT 
Zürich is the main commercial and cultural centre in Switzerland and Zürich West 
quarter, the former industrial district, is one of the most important City developments.  
Since the end of the 1980s, industrial sector has been facing a severe crisis. Plants have 
been closed and have bequeathed areas for the development of many cultural 
institutions, companies’ headquarters and housing. The 1995 Cantonal Plan confirmed 
the strategic relevance of Zürich West, concentrating there a high density building 
capacity: conflicts emerged. The debated issues concerned: the building density and the 
balance between economical development and environmental-social safeguard. The 
Municipality decided to accept two hard challenges: to realize immediately public 
infrastructures (squares, parking lots and schools) and to postpone the construction of 
commercial estate and housing; to undertake a cooperative planning process. 

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Mayor and Public officers 
Citizens and Social categories 
Experts 
Owners  
Financial players 

HOW The Town Forum activities started in 1995. It was composed of: negotiation 
tables (5 people each); the management group; the control group; a secretary 
and a person in charge of public relations.  
The negotiation tables were 8, one for each relevant category: citizens 
(representatives of: Zürich West; historical districts group; workers club n. 
5; Grünau district; citizens association); experts (economy; ecology; 
sociology; transport; environment); social categories (families; youth; 
children; foreigners; elderly people); financial players (professional 
associations; Switzerland lending institution; Technopark; trade union; 
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Zürich Industrial association); town representatives (Police Department; 
underground works Board; municipal architect; social policies office; 
landscape office); administrative levels; owners; town development 
Board (5 city councilmen). 
From August 1996 till June 1997, the Forum met ten times. Each time the 
population, represented by 30/40 people, has been invited. Mayor Josef 
Estermann was always present. At the end of each meeting, the Forum sent 
an announcement to local press and media agencies.  
In 1998 the Municipality, together with the owners, started the cooperative 
planning process. In 1999, a report describing the guide lines for the area 
development was published. Since 2000, following the guidelines, specific 
Plans have been elaborated. At the beginning of 2001, due to citizens 
pressing, a public negotiating table was created to phase out the question of 
Transports. In 2004 the municipal Offices examined the different options.  
During the whole participatory process, a capillary communication activity 
was accomplished by Municipality. In 2000 guided tours started and an info-
lab opened. In 2001 the strategy for developing Zürich West was published. 
The updated planning choices were constantly shared through newsletters. 
Since 2004, Zürich West inhabitants have been informing on work in 
progress every six months.  

PROJECT 
Several times, during the process, it has been underlined that the conservation of  pre-
existing buildings was not compatible with the overall strategy. Thus it has been 
preferred to safeguard only the buildings of  historical and symbolic relevance, where 
cultural functions have been introduced (e.g. the jazz club in the Schiffbau).  
The most important structure for the economical development is the Thechnopark 
(opened in 1993), a centre of  excellence which links the private and university research 
with SMEs demands. At present a consistent number of  start-ups and spin-offs are 
competing within the national and international market.  

milestone | INVOLVEMENT 

The cooperative planning process turned out as a success: most of  the goals have been 
reached. The peculiar aspect of  this case study is the wide number of  people involved, 
using a very structured participatory process together with an effective communication 
strategy.  
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3. Case studies. Selection of practices to 
overcome tricky impasses 

FOREWORD 
Following cases evidence willingness to try radical approaches to urban crisis. Examples 
are provocative tests of  different perspectives on what “regeneration process” means 
and how “upstream” engagement—from private and tentative actions to wider 
strategy—is vital to rooting processes in common urban life and backing top-down 
approach. 

DETROIT | The Greening of Detroit      
discontinuity: Agriculture within industrial-town relics 

CONTEXT 
Detroit is the largest city of  a region with over 5 million inhabitants and a major 
infrastructure hub. Known as Motor Town, it is the icon for the American traditional 
automotive industry: General Motor, Ford and Chrysler originated in Detroit region. 
The city’s population boomed during the first half  of  the 20th century, fed largely by 
national and international migrants flocking to the burgeoning automotive industry. At 
its peak in 1950, the city was the fifth-largest in the United States (1.8 million 
inhabitants), with active labour unions and the charm of  the “American Paris”. 
However, since the 1960s, population favoured suburbs locations that coupled with the 
restructuring of  automotive industry caused a dramatic demographic decline; 
population dropped to 713,777 in 2010 US National Census. 
Initiatives for urban Renaissance started as early as the 1970s; thanks to city leaders 
commitment, planners and designers offered any kind of  suggestion to slow-down the 
trend of  business leaving downtown and reverse the image of  decay. During the 1980s 
scattered demolitions were adopted as the only possible solution for vacant structures, 
both factories and unoccupied residential lots. Downtown revival is now consolidating, 
but large part of  peripheries could not be recovered and concentrates problematic va-
cancy levels (104 km2 of  unproductive, vacant land and an estimated 33,529 abandoned 
single and multi-family houses, located particularly in the north-east and on the fringes), 
high unemployment rates (20%, May 2011), low education and dramatic schooling gaps, 
violent crime (one of  the highest rate in the US), and the like. Decades of  investment 
and stimulus with inadequate urban policies had not comprehensively solved the urban 
crisis. Land values cannot be any lower and Detroit real estate transactions are mainly 
run by auctions. Resources for redevelopment are not sufficient to recover all urbanized 
areas and the low density that resulted from demolition stresses the performance of  
city’s infrastructure. 
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REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO Multiple bottom-up initiatives are converting a number of  unused spaces to 
“urban farming” and green landscaping. It was initially a self-empowerment 
task proposed by grass-root groups or self-help associations supporting 
minorities and treating addictions. Land-occupation with crops offered 
education and modest economic outputs while the city was fulfilling 
extensive planning decisions. The possibility to generate economic value, 
offer local jobs, impact on public health and food security are outcomes that 
overcome the initial targets and are transforming the initial organizers, 
attracting newcomers and formalizing partnerships with institutions. Finally, 
the Mayor of  Detroit announced in 2011 a plan to categorize 
neighbourhoods and prioritize interventions for demolition or 
deconstruction according to a general figure of  a revived town-life. 
The greening of  industrial Detroit is performed by multiple actors 
coordinated by The Greening of  Detroit: it is a not-for-profit organization 
established in 1989 by E. G. Sachs to mobilize Detroit key-residents, 
business people and professionals for the reforestation of  Detroit. In 2002, 
the organization was selected to lead a massive clean-up and restoration 
project over a three-year period. Today, The Greening of  Detroit partners 
with federal, state and local agencies, corporations and foundations to assist 
neighbourhood groups, schools and churches in their efforts to improve the 
ecosystem in Detroit through tree planting and crop growing projects, 
environmental education, open space reclamation, and workforce 
development programmes. Partners include Michigan State University, 
the Detroit Agriculture Network and over 185 other organizations, 
local fresh markets, handicraft manufactures and hundreds of  
volunteers. The Greening of  Detroit serves as the fiscal agent for the 
partnership, providing fund-raising services, staffing and programme 
coordination. Every year, through the Garden Resource Program 
contributes farming resources and educational opportunities to over 15,000 
urban gardeners. The Grown in Detroit cooperative provides branding 
programme for fresh, healthy and accessible vegetable produced in the city 
at Farmers’ Markets, restaurants and other local retail outlets. 
After recent media attention, the City of Detroit is advancing urban 
agriculture criteria and zoning rules, while the State of Michigan dual 
tracks legislation and will set a new stage for urban agriculture in 2012. 

HOW The Garden Resource Program has grown from 80 gardens in 2004 to 875 
gardens in 2009, supporting each year over 200 community, family and 
school gardens. Initiatives cover a network of  planned and managed open 
spaces to benefit a community’s social, economic and environmental health, 
rethinking functionally the desirable urban density. The Greening of  Detroit 
is the demonstration that like-minded small agencies can collaborate on a 
much larger scale. 
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The constitution as not-for-profit organization does not mean that 
economic sustainability is irrelevant. Marketing opportunities are available 
under the Grown in Detroit brand developed at Garden Resource Program 
and sponsored booth at Detroit Eastern Market and mini-Farmers Markets 
throughout the city. The Grown in Detroit brand produces around 100 tons 
of  food each year, and the programme is expanding on an average of  20% 
annually. The structure in parallel Workgroups of  experts and practitioners 
guarantee high efficiency to voluntary based initiatives. 

- The core activity is fresh food production and sale; beside green land 
developed from brownfields, the old DetroitWater and Sewage 
Department will be transformed into RecoveryPark Aqua Farm, which 
provides 5 million pounds of  fresh fish and over 50 jobs to residents. 

- Education is a by-product: using outdoors as classroom laboratories, 
students learn about crops and healthy food from skilled teachers. The 
students often participate in environmental service projects. 

- Training youth and adults for green jobs in forestry, agriculture and 
landscaping provides both certification and hands-on job for more than 
120 adults annually. 

- The Compost Workgroup is trying to divert tons of  waste from 
Detroit’s municipal waste stream and save resources; long term plans 
for the RecoveryPark Aqua Farm include a bio digester to produce 
energy (up to 750MegaWatts) for the building. 

- The Detroit Bee-keeping Club is a particularly active group of  bee-
keepers increasing urban awareness on bees needs and threats. 

- Next Detroit neighbourhood initiative, providing training and grants 
to repair obsolete housing improving environmental sustainability in 
cooperation with Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA), a quasi-
governmental corporate body dedicated to stabilizing & revitalizing 
Detroit neighbourhoods. 

- The success of not-for-profit is now attracting commercial players, 
which are not universally welcomed by the volunteers. Hantz Farm, 
launched by a local financial services entrepreneur, is buying lots at 
public auctions to settle a profitable working farm that will offer 
sustainably grown produce and a source of renewable energy, visioning 
Detroit to become a global leader in urban farming.  

discontinuity | AGRICULTURE 

The image of  crops growing in city’s vacant areas is in sharp discontinuity with the 
decay of  Motor Town that no plan could recover. Urban farming will not save Detroit 
economics, but is creating jobs, a new generation of  entrepreneurs, and re-targets 
unused and non-tax-producing vacant land, providing awareness on urban health and 
re-shaping many neighbourhoods. 
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In fact the green recovery of  Detroit is already ongoing, nevertheless comprehensive 
plans did not foresee the opportunity to reconnect citizens with land and soil potentials. 
The wide open spaces now prevalent throughout Detroit can change the concept of  
what urban and rural are for ageing cities. Some have questioned whether urban 
agriculture on a larger scale would disrupt the integrity of  a neighbourhood; in fact, it 
visions the rebuilding of  a community with an eye toward financial and environmental 
resilience. 

ROUBAIX | Maisons de Mode      
discontinuity: e-commerce & fashion design in industrial-town relics 

CONTEXT 
Roubaix (95,000 inhabitants in 2009) forms part of  the continuous, highly urbanised 
and densely inhabited Lille metropole (fourth largest metropolitan area of  France, 1.2 
million of  inhabitants). The earliest Lille-Roubaix-Tourcoing conurbation developed 
around artisan textile workshops, to become in the 19th century the second largest 
textile region in the world. The region housed crucial innovations and the textile 
international stock-exchange. In the 1920s Roubaix reached 125,000 inhabitants. From 
the 1960s onwards, the textile industry entered a period of  decline. In the early 1970s 
the initial difficulties developed into a regional crisis. By the 2000s, almost 50,000 jobs 
were lost in the textile industry in Roubaix-Tourcoing, leading to mass unemployment 
and progressive demographic decline. Depopulated neighbourhoods and cheap housing 
rents attracted minorities from North Africa and increased marginalization. 
Notwithstanding huge investments from metropolitan revitalization programme, in the 
early 1990s increased poverty, social exclusion and racial tension had a disastrous effect 
on the image of  Roubaix. 
Roubaix-Tourcoing today remains a key location for textile production and commerce 
in France (employing 7,000 people), with a number of  successful international firms 
specialising in mail order (La Redoute, Les 3 Suisses, Camaieu, Damart) and the earliest 
large-scale destock outlet. The Grand Lille is the second economic zone in terms of  
GDP after Grand Paris, but Roubaix comes first in the unpleasant list of  poorest towns 
in France and local unemployment rate remains above the metropolitan average. 

REGENERATION PROCESS 

WHO The governmental effort to revitalize the social and cultural property of  
Roubaix concentrated on physical and cultural infrastructure to integrate 
civic values in the abandoned structures to be rehabilitated. In fact Roubaix 
offers rooted social activism: local residents underpinned the first 
participated neighbourhood renewal as early as 1960-70s (Alma-Gare, 
Atelier Populaire d’Urbanisme). The new wave of  urban regeneration got a 
more comprehensive and institutional framework, which materialized in an 
Urban Free Zone and later as Contrat urbain de cohésion sociale (2007). 
Centralised decisions by the local government were crucial to push Roubaix 
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needs in the agenda of  Lille metropole, but nothing would have been 
possible without reactive private partners. Local residents were privileged 
in public or semi-public work, such as cultural institutions, and through 
special public-private agreements. 
Difficult conditions had forced slow-pace implementation. Although 
nothing like a vertical direction of  initiatives had been developed, single 
centres support each other, both public and private; commercial hubs and 
common retail shops are part of  this network, fully integrate within the 
historic industrial town. The ongoing last initiative “Maisons de Mode”, 
under the auspices of  Agnès b, started only when appropriate structures of  
suppliers, communication and potential buyers were at hand. 

- Circulation of  culture to occupy vacant buildings is the strategy pursued 
by local government and organised groups. La Piscine is a unique 
interactive museum of  “applied arts and industry” located into an 
ancient public pool. The astonishing Motte Bossut factory, dismissed in 
1981, is open since 1994 as the central archive of  textile works and the 
organizational centre of  all local initiatives on industrial identity. With 
La Condition Publique, 10,000 m2 of  industrial archaeology (centre to 
measure and certificate the quality of  row wool, cotton, and silk before 
commercialisation) become since 1992 a centre for back-office in art 
and cultural production, including training services, spaces for non-
official performance, workshops and studios, and finally a permanent 
urban cirque. Also the Oiseau Mouche company, which work since 1978 
to offer art training to people affected by mental disease, has developed 
as a nation-wide place at Le Garage, another rehabilitated industrial 
architecture. 

- Commerce had been rehabilitated to motivate visitors and keep textile 
tradition alive. The transformation of  La Redoute is exemplary: founded 
in the 19th century as wool textile manufacturer and named after the 
street in which the family-owned factory was located, it is now one of  
the top-national web-site for e-commerce (clothing and accessories). 
L’Usine destock outlet (the first ever opened in Europe in 1984 utilising 
the Motte Bossut velvet factory) is a private initiative that, together with 
the 170 boutiques-outlet of  Mac Arthur Glenn, attract buyers from 
France, Belgium and the UK. The convenient location at the core of  the 
rail system joining London, Paris and Brussels (TGV Lille station is 
connected by light-rail with Roubaix) is crucial. L’Usine, selling second 
choice industrial products, generated a local chain of  tailors and darners 
that fix merchandise on-demand. 

Direct support to fashion creativity is the meeting point of public and 
private initiative. Private initiatives benefited by the renewed interest: the old 
Manufacture des Flandres is now paralleling a limited top-production of 
Jacquard and reproductions of historic tapestry (thanks to private and 
personal interest that in 2008 was donated to Roubaix municipality) with 
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museum and training. Last but not least ambition is the creation of ateliers 
for young fashion designers under the collective name of Maisons de la 
Mode producing for the Label des Createurs de Nord, in order to bring 
back to town the capacity to innovate locally, benefiting of the established 
position in the geography of textile and clothing shopping places. Roubaix 
recruits young fashion designers to set up shops in a downbeat 
neighbourhoods; the initiative, with a twin set of shops in Lille, and the 
nationwide famous Marché des Modes (periodical week-end with 100 
designers which attract over 15,000 visitors and guarantee the flow of new 
creators for the incubator), will celebrate 10 years in June 2012. The allure 
for the fashion-incubator includes freshly constructed boutiques, dirt-cheap 
rents and free publicity in the official fashion shows under the collective 
label and at the local shopping hubs. 

HOW Roubaix has not solved the deep industrial and urban crisis, but virtuous 
socio-economic cycles are operating. People on the ground in Lille-Roubaix 
have broadly the same profiles as in other cities, but combined good luck, 
strong leadership and commitment at the political level and among technical 
officers (motivated young employees in public agencies were particularly 
important to test new approaches and proposals). Thanks to these 
conditions it was possible to understand and accompany ongoing changes, 
engaging in cross-departmental work and partnerships. Multi-level 
partnership at the scale of  the city-region—the local regeneration approach 
replies to metropolitan-level plan, adding town-based creativity—guaranteed 
the systematic exploration of  funding opportunities with EU institutions. 
The concerted programmes of  urban regeneration maximise “upstream” 
benefits, like direct employment in public or semi-public establishments 
(such as new cultural institutions), or  inserting local employment conditions 
in development deals negotiated with the private sector (the McArthurGlen 
development, for example) for local residents, as well as a range of  training 
and re-skilling initiatives. The housing renewal process has been used 
systematically as an opportunity to embed local families and residents in the 
regeneration efforts, by coupling economic support and training with 
employment opportunities. 
Difficulties were encountered in defining measurable short-term goals for 
single initiatives within the general picture of long-term visions  

discontinuity | E-COMMERCE & FASHION DESIGN 

Roubaix is a place-mark in the geography of  shopping and clothing design; it is not 
competing with the great capitals of  fashion, but integrates them and offers an 
important display for young generations. Local peculiar demographics (migrants are 
mainly young families with kids who grow and study at French schools and contrary to 
many traditional industrial areas there are not at all problems of  ageing population) and 
socio-cultural mix address market in that direction. Creative profile pursued by the 
town and Lille metropolis is in crucial discontinuity from the context of  regional crisis 
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and injects energies to the individuals efforts and challenges. Regeneration keeps local 
iconic brands and textile traditions, reinterprets the urban and industrial fabric limiting 
buildings demolition, but is decisively shifting workers to different job perspectives and 
personal visions with tools at hand. 

ICONS OF REJUVENATION | Banksy, Blu, Ericailcane      
discontinuity: Urban Art within industrial relics 

CONTEXT 
Urban art transforms abandoned or vacant urban areas and filthy infrastructures to 
offer citizens some “underground art free open air gallery”. Techniques can vary, but 
usually neglected buildings offer great surfaces where artist can paint large-scale images 
using rollers mounted on top of  telescopic sticks. Artists work individually, in groups 
and sometimes organised as creative contests to point public attention to some 
neglected corner. Banksy, Blu, Ericailcane, Hitnes are some of  these international 
performers. They have also been protagonists of  festivals organised in vacant sites like 
Icone (based in Modena since 2002, grouped artists in 14 different locations in the city 
and 5 more towns in the province; the three organizers are also managing a private 
gallery that backs artists’ work); Fame (based in Taranto since 2009); Cans, an event 
organised by Banksy in London. These works are not permanent and share the 
provisional life of  buildings or walls were they are located; can be painted over, 
removed, ruined and transformed by time, or modified by artists. Usually these works 
of  urban art promote discussion and new interest in areas that wait for transformation. 
Few artists accept to transfer public urban art to galleries (removing paintings from the 
original support). More frequently artistic work continues as photo or copy on canvas 
for the art-market and digital media or animation suitable for on-line circulation. 

REGENERATION PROCESS 

 

Banksy. “but you might want to contact air traffic control” 
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discontinuity | URBAN ART 
Images frequently reinvent buildings and unveil new shapes and visions. Videos and 
animations, in form of  complementary artistic work, can reach larger audience and 
work as icons of  ongoing changes in a specific site. 

 
Blu, ericailcane and hitnes. Bologna 2010, at work 

 
Blu, ericailcane and hitnes. Bologna 2010, final result 
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4.a Stakeholder mapping 
 

Category BSG Name Organization/Role Address E-mail/Mobile Potential role Engagement Strategy** 

citizens  yes/no   
     

Interest groups and leaders yes/no   
     

Unions and associations  yes/no   
      

landowners and tenants yes/no   
      

developers and investors yes/no   
    

public officers  yes/no   
     

decision makers yes/no   
    

BSG Operative Group yes/no   
     

university* yes/no   
     

tourism management* yes/no   
     

performing arts * yes/no   
     

                
* during session, more specific classes of stakeholder may be required to pursue specific objectives: add them to the precompiled general list. 
** Potential role = potential role in the activity; Engagement strategy = How will you engage this stakeholder in the activity? 
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4.a Stakeholder monitoring 

 

Category BSG Name Follow-up strategy* action 1 action 2 action 3 action 4 

citizens  yes/no             

Interest groups and leaders yes/no             

Unions and associations  yes/no             

landowners and tenants yes/no             

developers and investors yes/no             

public officers  yes/no             

decision makers yes/no             

BSG Operative Group yes/no             

university yes/no             

tourism management yes/no             

performing arts yes/no             

                

* Follow-up strategy = plans for feedback or continued involvement 
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4.b Engagement session 

 
 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT SESSION 
Regeneration mover: … 

Municipality:... 

Name of the area/compound: ...  

Regeneration process priority: ... 

Phase objective(s):  …  

 

Session Goals(s): 
...  

categories involved categories’ interests 

citizens ...  

interest groups and leaders ... 

unions and associations ... 

landowners and tenants ... 

developers and investors ... 

public officers ... 

decision makers ... 

 

LOCATION ...  

TIMING ... 

paragraph 2.3.2
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[designed] SESSION | scheme scene by scene 

 

n. SCENE SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES WHO TECHNIQUES  TECHNICAL SUPPORT REQUIRED 

      

1  … … … … 

 semantics     

2  … … … … 

 semantics     

3  … … …  … 

 semantics     

4  … … … …  

 semantics     

5  … … … …  

 semantics     

…  … … … … 
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4.c Actions summary 
 
 

ACTIONS SUMMARY 
Regeneration mover: … 

Municipality:... 

Name of the area/compound: ...  

Regeneration process priority: ... 

Phase objective(s): … 

Session goal(s): ... 

 

 
n. scene action n. action typology 

1  

1 Community evaluation [sample] 

2 Participated site visit [sample] 

...  

2  

1 Face-to-face meeting [sample] 

2 Focus group [sample] 

...  

3  

1 Goal-Oriented Project Planning [sample] 

2 Traditional seminar [sample] 

...  

...  

...  

...  

...  

...  

...  
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4.d Logbook: actions monitoring and evaluation 

sceneNumber.actionNumber 
Regeneration mover: … 

Municipality:... 

Name of the area/compound: ...  

Session goals:  
… 

Scene specific goals: 
… 

 
DATE ...  

LOCATION ... 

Regeneration mover REPRESENTATIVE ... 

EXPERTS AND/OR FACILITATOR ... 

 
EXPECTED RISULTS 

.... 

TECHNIQUE CHOSEN TO MANAGE THE ACTION

.... 

MATERIALS/DOCUMENTS PREPARED FOR THE ACTION REALIZATION

.... 

STAKEHOLDER LIST (those present) 

attendance list  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION DEVELOPMENT (max. 2000 characters)

.... 

ACTION RESULTS (max. 1000 characters) 

.... 

BRIEF ANALYSIS ON THE ACTION EFFECTIVENESS (max. 2000 characters)

.... 
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